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DEAR READERS

We hope you have all received our letter dated 22 March 1996
introducing ILEIA's strategy for the coming years. We are now called
"lLElA - Centre for Research and lnformation Exchange in
Ecologically Sound Agriculture". After discuss,ng the old name with
many partners in the field, we felt it no longer accurately describes
what we stand for. Ecologically sound agriculture is knowledge
i nte nsive. Co m bi n i n g i nternal and external knowledge systems may
turn out to be the key to sustainability. Needless to say, we welcome
your reactions on our strategy document and as always, on this
ILEIA Newsletter.

Ihis r.ssue focuses on high mountain valleys and contains articles
from the Andes as well as from the Himalayas. Some of the most
pressrng constraints faced by mountain farmers are the ever increas-
ing population pressure and, as a result, the difficulty to maintain
soilfertility. ln Nepal, livestock play an important role in maintaining
soil fertility, but also increase the pressure on available land. How
can this circle be broken? What alternatives can ecologically sound
agriculture offer these farmers? Diverse climatic conditions and
steep s/opes add to these constraints, but at the same time offer a
mountain of opportunities. Mountain farmers have developed - and
still are developing - highly adapted tools, cropping patterns and
livestock management sysfems. However, changes in the environ-
ment and in the economic and policy context continuously affect the
delicate balance of mountain farming systems. On page three guest
editor Hans Carlier writes how external knowledge input has "enve-
loped" instead of developed farming systems. Especially in fragile
and highly diverse ecosystems, indigenous knowledge can safe-
guard, or bring back, the necessary balance.

This newsletter also includes two articles reporting on the action
research activities of ILEIA's partners in Ghana and Peru. ln the next
lssue, to appear in July, you will read more about our partners in the
Philippines and the challenges faced by farmers working with inte-
grated farming sysfems in the humid lowlands.

The Editors
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Learning with farmers
ln Peru, but also in Ghana and in the phirippines, working grloups of farm-
ers'otganisations, reseatch rinstffutes and NGos have started wo*ing on

the assessment of ecotogicarty sound agricufture. As a firct step, Iocar
communities wiil visualise the natural rcsources they worr< with. They

need to make their knowredge expticit and accessibre to outsiders;usf as
outsrders wi il need to make their knowtedge accessibre to the com m u n i _
ties' ln a wodcshop rccentty otganised by rLErA's peruvian partnerc fierd

wo*erc and farmerc werc trai ned i n methods of visuat ty documenti ng the
way they manage natumr r€souroes. Edit Femdndez rcports on page

24

I ndigenous knowledge re-vailued
ln the comprex and ftagire ecosysfem of the Andes, farmerc have deverop-
ed and inherited comprex farmrhg sysfems over centuries. As poriticat and

economic forces thrcaten the barance, agrcecotogists rcdisaverthe
value of ancient techniques, Iike waru-waru, a technique creating a

favourcble micrc-crimate in the harch mountain climate of the highlands
of Peru. Miguer Aftieri exprains the varue of these techniques on page

7

Livestock ?iirrd soit fertitity
Nepal has one of the highest densities of animats per uni{of bnd. Many

high mountain farming communities have noaccess to chemicat fertitiser
and depend on manune and compost for soirfertirity. Farmets, faced with
an increasing population ptessure, need morc land to grow food for their
families. catile can no ronger gtaze in failow lands and morc rand onsteep
slopes rs cuftivated. stall feeding coutd be a solution, but is tabour intens_

ive. Perhaps a combination with in-situ manuring is an option. tn the
Annapuma conseruation Area, farmers respond to change by ptanting

trees in theirfarms. Thrce articres by BR Joshiandsc Ghimirc, KD subedi
and Rajesh B. shrestha exprain the situation of hiil farmers in Nepar.
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Instead of developing knowledge, we cover
it up. People with a highly developed tradi-
tion of knowledge are silenced and even
made to feel ashamed. What's even worse,
they no longer feel capable of directing their
own development.

Let people feel proud
Nepal, which is economically seriously
underdeveloped, has the highest rate of
farmers practising ecologically sound agricul-
ture. When my Nepalese colleagues realised
this, it seemed as if they had more strength
and confidence than ever. There was no
longer a need to dig through huge piles of lit-
erature in foreign languages. Their strength
and skills were buried deeo down inside.
They gained their knowledgethrough experi-
ences in their youth, their upbringing and

education in their own village. All of a sudden
they realised that they came from different
regions and that they all had fascinating
experiences in sustainable fanning. Their uni-
versity training too had rather "enveloped"
than developed their knowledge. Now that
they realised all this, the uncovering, or real
developing process could break through.

Mountain wisdom
When comoared to the disastrous mistakes
made by "lowlanders", mountain people
have done well in managing their environ-
ment in an ecologically sound way. They
hardly joined the feast of overconsumption
using up energy resources, minerals and the
world's rainforests at an alarming speed.
The more oowerful "lowlanders" forced
them to withdraw to the most inaccessible
and vulnerable of mountain regions.
Mountain people, representing 107o of the
world's population, often have no say in pol-
itics. Stillthey can be proud to say that they
hold the key to our common future. What
has been called ignorance tums out to be an
important key to understanding sustainable
development. Mountain farmers use a

A mountain of opportunities
After living and working for more than 15 years in mountainous rcgions in
Kenya, Peru, Ecuador and Nepal, guest editor Hans Carlier was asked to give
his view on sustainable development of mountain agriculturc. The author
argues that mountain people themse/ves hold the key to sustainable
development, not outsiderc. This needs to be recognised before the mountain
of opportunities and wisdom is eroded beyond repair.

Hans Carlier

I s a development worker, I am
!f expected to analyse problems and

hto helo farmers understand and
clear socalled bottlenecks in their develop-
ment. However, I feel this takes us astray.
We loose sight of what we really wanted to
do: to help agriculture develop in a sustain-
able way. How can we expect a person to
grow if we keep emphasising mistakes and
failures? By stressing problems, all we ever
developed is a feeling of frustration and
backwardness, a lack of power. lt seems
that good solutions always have to come
from elsewhere. Existing technology is
ignored in many development pro1ects.
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Farmers of differcnt mountain ,egions al! over
the world know how to achieve sustainability.
It's their turn to speak. People f,om the insti-
futes, professionals and politicians have come to
listen. From: Revista Minka No 32.
Drawing by Eduardo Moises.

diverse knowledge system to survive in a
complex and sometimes harsh environ-
ment. They show us how to live a sober life
in balance with nature.

The eltreme mountain environment
requires a thorough knowledge of nature
and well-adapted technology. In different
mountain regions, I have met people who
developed working tools. These tools were
all adapted to mountain-specific problems,
like erosion, different soil structures and
slopes. Moreover, they were adapted to
local means of transport and the limited
strength of people and animals. lmagine the
interesting books that could be written on
thesetools, especiallyfor mountain farmers!
I hope an increasing number of school tech-
nicians and development projects will show
interest in these mountain tools.

I remember well a project in Peru where
farmers and blacksmiths from the southern
province of Puno were invited to a contest.
With their age-old footplough, the taqlla they
had to take up a digging contest against a
hoe from Spanish origin. The taql/a beat the
hoe byfar. The farmers, who were also black-
smiths, helped their colleagues in making the
taqlla with local resources. Their taqlla was
only one example of the many different forms
in which this tool is used in the Andes. For
each slope and soil type, adjusted taqllas
have been reported.

Mountains, earlier referred to as "islands in
the sky" (Rhoades, ILEIA Newsletter 1988),
confront the farmer with an enormous array
of different climatical environments, Soil and
temperature differ with each altitude. Farm-
ers are known to exoloit these differences in
a clever way.

Daniel Hilario, a farmer from the village of
Chongos Alto in the Central Andes region,
owns one hectare divided over 30 different
plots. His fields are situated in different
heights, varying from 2000 to 3800 masl. He
knows the different soils of each field. Some
lields require early planting, while others are
planted only late spring. This suits him well.
He would never be able to do all the heavy
work in a short period. The sowing as well
as the harvesting season are prolonged by
the this variety in fields. His fields are also sit-
uated in different valleys, so that the risk of
failure is limited and his family has always
something to eat. Experience has taught
Daniel that hail or frost never strike in all val-
leys at the same time. The products that
Daniel's family need from higher up the
mountain, like wool for clothing or manure
for crops, is brought to the village by herd-

ers. They trade their product for grains. ln
the same way, relatives from further down
the mountain, where the climate is milder,
bring fruits and herbs. A flourishing trade
bridging 4000 meters in altitude!

Socialsafety net
The socalled "extended family" is often the
only means to survive in mountainous
regions. This social safety net is carefully
maintained, even if it takes a lot of time and
effort. lt strongly influences what is not
allowed in the village and what is. Although
the younger generations sometimes feel
constrained, social rules are necessary to
maintain an ecological lifestyle. Grazing of
the commons and of cultivated fields after
the harvest, but also the repair of land slides
and maintenance of irrigation structures and
paths need co-operation and a thorough
knowledge of social organisation. Mountain
people need each other in times of natural

disaster, but also to combat pests and dis-
eases, to share and exchange tools, seeds
and hands. In short, mountain agriculture is
well-organised. Many agricultural activities
are accompanied by colourful celebrations
to strengthen a feeling of solidarity.
Ceremonies also announce the long-time
proven dates for agricultural activities to
start or end in order to avoid crop failures.

Change
I believe that mountain farmers are aware of
the fact that some of their practises are not
ecologically sound. They often have no
choice. More and more mouths need to be
fed. The high investment in their children's
education ("so that they do not have to suf-
fer as much as their parents") forces them to
farm soils that should be left fallow or are too
steep or high for cultivation. Chemical feftil-
isers allow them to continuously farm these
fragile plots until nothing is left.

Farmers experiment to find appropriate solutions

Working wth Quechuan and Aymaran farm-
ers in the Andean area, World Neighbors
leamed many valuable lessons. Firstly, train-
ers will only be effective if they provide follow-
up, so that the technology can be adapted as
needed overtime. Second, participatorytech-
nology is site specific. No matter how simple
the technology, it cannot be transferred from
one place to another, even when it has been
developed by the peasants themselves and
would appear appropriate.
For example, the tillage practices for com

and beans in Central Amerjca were decidedly
different from those used for potatoes, horse
beans and barley in South America. In
Honduras, deep tillage funows 40cm wide
developed on the contour were perfect for
planting com and beans. By protecting them
from year to year, fanners could replant their
com or beans by simply driving a stake into
the middle of the funow and dropping the new
seed into the hole. This soft bed speeded up
root growth, improving productivity.
Furthermore, the narrow uncultivated soace
between each furrow insured that all moisture
and nutrients were kept in the root zone where
it was most needed.'
World Neighbors decided to take trainers of

trainersfom BoliMa, Peru and Ecuadorto see
the large extensions of land small {armers in
Honduras had protected with soil and water
conservation measures. Upon his retum
home, a trainerfrom Ecuador began by point-
ing out to the small Quechua farmers that the
idea of constructing deep tillage funows on
the contour was just one of many ideas to be
tested. He had realised that the most impor-
tant thing to teach was a problem solving
methodology, not a technology. He therefore
suggestd they initiate small experiments to
test ideas they believed would be appropriate
for their own area.
We were all surprised to learn in the dialogue

which followed that these farmers had all

attended seminars on water and soil conser-
vation, They took us to see the tenaces they
had helped build which the owner had never
used. Then they showed us the beautiful alu-
minum A{rames another large NGO had giv-
en them after attending their seminar. We not-
ed that they had never used these either.
It soon became apparent that small scale

experimentation was called for. The farmers
eventually chose to test tvvo ideas. The first
was deep tillage rows on the contour. Annual
precipitation was so low in this area that farm-
ers had been unable to plant com. Perhaps
this appropriate technology would enable
them to conserve enough water in the root
zone, that they could finally raise the crop in
their sandy soils. Another methodology tested
by the farmers were bench terraces two
meters wide, half the width of the terraces
being promoted by the professional agrono-
mists working for the other large NGOs pro-
moting these activities. Grass was also plant-

' ed on the edge of these teraces to provide
food for their livestock and help protect the
edges of the tenaces.
Everyone was deeply distressed when a seri-

ous drought occurred during the next growing
season. Half way through it appeared all
crops would be lost How fortunate we had
encouraged the farmers to begin with small

. experiments. To our amazement, when har-
vest time arrived, the only people to harvest
any crops were those who had implemented
these practices. This taught everyone another
important lesson. Seen from the environmen-
talist s perspective, the motivation for initiating
these programs is normally soil and water
conservation. In contrast, the water saved in
drought prone.areas may be the most attrac-
tive motivation io small farmers.

Edward Ruddell and Robert Ainslie, World
Neighbors, Casilla 20005, Santiago 20, Chite.
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Many people migrate to other regions,
either for longer or short periods. Some of
them earn some money in the cities, indus-
tries or in mining to be able to continue their
mountain life. Others leave the mountains
forgood and invest only in their new lives
elsewhere. Their lands are left fallow or are
farmed by relatives staying behind. Land is
never sold, one never knows....

As soon as an opportunity comes along,
many men leave. Women who stay behind
with their children are left with still more
farming work to be done. Investments in
sustainability decline. This is more often
caused by a heavy workload and disease
than by a lack of knowledge. Because the
women stay in theirvillage more permanent-
ly, and because they are less involved in the
market economy, they show more interest
in sustainable mountain life. Often they are
the ones who hold the knowledge to survi-
val and pass it on to younger generations.
Schools are often unfamiliarwith thistype of
knowledge. They are mainly busy teaching
the children knowledge "from the city" and
hardly teach them respect for the traditional
wisdom of their -often illiterate- mothers.

Apart from migrating to earn cash, many
villages develop some form of economic
activity. Many crafts are based on old tradi-
tions, but some are also a reaction to new
market impuls. The success of such activ-
ities depends on their complementarity to
basic food oroduction and to their effect on
natural resources. Labour competition also
plays an important role. To a certain extent,
these small scale industries relievethe pres-
sure on the soil by diversifying economic
activities. Hopefully, they make life in the vil-
lages more attractive to young people and
prevent the villages from being deserted.
During a workshop in Cuenca, Ecuador,
one of the young farmers said: "My parents
were satisfied with what little they had and
was offered to them by nature. For us the
word "enough" doesn't extist. We, who

wentto school, are neversatisfied even if we
have a lot."

Reporters wanted
It would be a relief if more development
workers would make use of all the facilities
they have. Instead of teaching and training,-
they should be making inventories and com-
municating. By listening carefully to farmers,
like a good reporter, they could build bridg-
es between mountain regions by means of
radio,television or newspapers. I think this is
what farmers would really appreciate.
Instead of promoting westem science, scien-
tists should be invited to support mountain
practicewith theory. Theyshould tully suppott
farmer-to-farmer communication. Farmers'
experienee with nature needs to be docu-
mented as soon as possible. lf not, we
should not be surprised when within only a
few generations, sustainable mountain life is
no longer possible because the knowledge
is lost. We live in the age of communication.
No mountain region will escape the influence
of industrialised society.

Once a local healer in Peru said to me in a
wonied tone: "My daughter, who went to
school, is no longer interested in my knowl-
edge. She tells me "Mum, I'm not an Inca! lf
l'm sick, l'll see a doctor." To whom can this
woman pass on her knowledge about nutri-
tion, clothing and a healthy and ecologically
sound way of life? Her modern daughter does
not want to canythe torch of kadition and she
is forced to take her library of life with her into
the grave. The wisdom of life of many, many
generations will end as a result of the develop-
ment brought by dominating outsiders.

We have to iind new ways of passing on
tradition real soon. When will we have
schools where indigenous mountain knowl-
edge is continued? How will conventional
education deal with this type of knowledge?
A new future for many training and demon-
stration farms might be to run a knowledge
and technology centre. A kind of active open
air museum where all kinds of mountain farm-
ers can share their wisdom, not only in farm-
ing, but also in architecture, medicine and
health. Elders will be proud to help preserve

lmagine a little mountain state like Nepal.
What if you could iron out all the Himalayan
wrinkles? lt would be ahugecountry! No won-
der mountains produce 807o of all the fresh
water on our planet even if they only take up
one fifth of the world's surface. Fortunately, it
is not possible to flatten out mounl,ain regions,
this would mean disaster. Until this.present
day, inaccessible mountain ranges have har-
boured not only a great diversiV of animals
and plants, but also of cultures and knowl-
edge systems. More than any other people in
the world, mountain people still master the art
of living in an ecological balance.

their knowledge for future generations! We
already havegene-banks. Why shouldn't we
have knowledge-banks? Mountain conser-
vation prolects should include these knowl-
edgeable people ratherthan kickthem out as
if they were destructive animds.

Finally, I would like to quote a farmer from
Chongos Alto: "The source of life lies in the
east, where the sun rises and the highest
mountains are. The course of life is to the
west, down the mountain into the sea,
where the sun sets. lt folloWs the course of
waterand soil. Although it seems easyto run
down, it is atrue artto makethe downhill run
take as long as possible. Just like plants
produce seed before they die, man will
return to follow the course of life again,"

I

Hans Carlier, Project Earth, Stokebrand 233, 7206 EE
Zutphen, Netherlands. The author is a landscape archi-
tect and consultant on Sustainable Agricultural
Development.

Peruvian taqllas. Source: La Chakitaqlla en el Mundo Andino by Victor Rivero L' 19{}7'
Proyecto de Herramientas e tmplementos Agricolas Andinos. Corde Cuzco - Cotesu.
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agricultural development, recognising that
farmers and their systems may

messages of hope for the future of

conservtng systems for centuries, tradition_
al cultures in areas such as the Andes are
now being undermined by external political
and economic forces. Biodiversitv is
decreasing in farms, soil degradation is
accelerating, community and social organ_
isation is breaking down, generrc resources
are being eroded and traditions lost. Under
this scenario and given commercial ores_
sures and urban demands, many develop_
ers argue that the performance of subsis_
tence.agriculture is unsatisfactory, and that
intensification of production with modern
inputs and varieties is absolutelv essential
for the transition from subsistence produc_
tion to commercial production (Brush
1990). Most agroecologists oppose this
view and argue that the challenge is how to
guide such transition in a way that yields and
Income are increased without raising the
dependence and debt of peasants and
without further exacerbating environmental
degradation. Agroecologists contend that
this can be done by generating and promot_
ing agroecological, resource-conservino
technologies a source of which are the veri
traditional systems that modernitv i;
destroying.

Although it may be impossible to return
traditional agriculture to its original state of
equilibrium, what is possible is to reveft the
current process of agricultural,,involution,'
spearheaded by shorl-sighted develop_
ment, guiding the transition of the various
phases of "modified" peasant agriculture to
a more sustainable rural society.

Search for alternatives
As the inability of the Green Revolution to
improve food security, production and farm
incomes for the very poor became appar_
ent, a quest began in the Andes for afford-
able, productive and ecologically sound
small-scale agricultural alternatives. In manv
ways, the emergence of agroecology stim_
ulated a number of non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) and other institutions
in the region to actively search for new kinds
of agricultural development and resource
management strategies that, based on local
participation, skills and resources, enhance
small farm productivity while conserving
resources.

One of the early projects advocating this
agroecological approach occurred in the
early eighties in Puno, peru. Several qovern_
ment and non-government organi-sations
created the Proyecto Interinstitucional de
Rehabilitacion de Waru-Waru en el Altiolano
(PIWA) aimed at assisting local farmers in the
reconstruction of an ingenious system of
raised fields that evolved on the high plains
ofthe Andes about 3,000 years ago. These
waru-warus consisted of platforms of soil

I
=
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agriculture. Today, it is widelv
that indigenous knowledge is i

resource in its own right and com_
to knowledge available from

lndiggnous knowledge
re-ualued in Andean agriCufture

Despite t-he lnc1easing industrtafisation of agricurture, the great majority of thefarmerc in the Andes are peasants, or smarlscate priauce-i. inii 
"titt 

farm themlleys and slopes with traditional and subsistence methods. After centuries ofcultur-al and biological evolution, traditional farmers h";r;;;;;i;;ied anainherited comprex farming gystems, adapted to the rocar conditions. Thesehave helped them to sustainabry m"r"j. harsh environments and meet theirsubsrlsfence needs, witltou! depending-on mechanisatnn, cneiiiait rrrtifi""u,pestrbdes or other technorogies of 'm6dern agricurturar science.

Miggg!1!Eieri

llne rerraces ihroughout rlie Andean
I slopes, and the waru_waru (raised
f fields) and qochas in the Altiplano are

sophisticated expressions of landscaoe
modification that have historicallv renderecl
more than a million hectares of land for aori_
cultural purposes (Rengifo 1987). The pist
ano present existence of these and other
forms of intensive agricultural systems doc_
ument a successful adaptation to difficult
envrronments by indigenous farmers. In
fact, applied research conducted on these
systems reveals that many traditional farm_
Ing practices, once regarded as pdmitive or
misguided, are now being recognised as
sophisticated and appropriate. Agro_
ecological and ethnoecological evide-nce
increasingly indicates that these svstems
are productive, sustainable, ecologically
sound, and tuned to the social, econbmii.
and cultural features of the Andean hetero_
geneous tandscape (Earls 1999). Cultural
adaptations that farmers have developed in
the Andes include:
r domestication of a diversity of plants and

animals and maintenance of a wide
genetic resource base

r establishment of diverse production
zones along altitudinal and vertical ora_
dients

r development of a series of traditional
technologies and land-use practices to
deal with altitude, slope, extreme cli_
mates, etc.

r different levels and types of social control
over production zones, including sectoral
fallows.

Captivated by the ecological intricacies of
ancient Andean agroecosystems, many
scientists are beginning to show interest in
traditional agriculture as they search for
ways to remedy the deficiencies of modern

So, in this new emerging conception of agri_
cultural development, rural people,s knowl_
edge about plants, soils, and animals gains
unprecedented significance. Scientists
involved in small farm development must
quickly systematize and incorporate
farmers' knowledge, before this wealth of
practical knowledge is lost forever, given
that most traditional farming systemJ are
rapidly disappearing in the face of maior
social, economic and political changes
occurring in developing countries.

Destructive economy
Economic change fueled by capital and
market penetration are leading to an eco_
logical breakdown that is starting to destroy
the productivity and sustainabilitv of tradi
tional agriculture. After creating resource_

Waru-waru farming uses raised beds surrounded
by ditches. Archeologica! research has shown
that W,OOO ha of waru-waru fietds coutd be reha_
bilitated. About 19 organisations have taken up
this challenge and have rehabilitated @ ha sofar.
The "Programa Intertnsfitucionat de Waru Waru
(PIWA) has recovered *t ha togetherwith 3,0@
farm tamilies in 16 communities
For more information wrtte to: Maria det Carmen
Carranza, Apartado postal no ll-O17g, Lima,
Peru. Fax: +51 14729@,.scientific sources (Denevan 1 g95).
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surrounded by ditches filled with water. They
produced bumper crops in the face of
floods, droughts, and the killing frosts com-
mon at altitudes of almost 4,000 meters.
Technicians initially assisted local farmers in
reconstructing some 10 hectares of the
ancient farms, with encouraging results. For
instance, yields of potatoes from waru-war-
us can outstrip those from chemically fertil-
ised fields. Recent measurements indicate
potato yields from waru-warus of 1 0 tons per
hectare compared with the regional average
ot 1-4 tons per hectare (Erickson and
Chandler 1989). The combination of raised
beds and canals has proven to have remark-
ably sophisticated environmental effects,
During droughts, moisture from the canals
slowly ascends the roots by capillary action,
and during floods, funows drain away
excess runoff. Waru-warus also reduce the
impact of extremes of temperature. Water in
the canals absorlcs the sun's heat by day
and radiates it back by night, thereby help-
ing protect crops against frost. On the raised
beds, night-time temperatures may be sev-
eral degrees higher than in the surrounding
region. The system also maintains its own
soil fertility. ln the canals, silt, sediment,
algab, and plant and animal residues decay
into a nutrient-rich muck which can be dug
out seasonallyand added tothe raised beds.
This ancient technology is proving so pro-
ductive and inexpensive that now it is active-
ly being promoted throughout the Altiplano.
It requires no modern tools or fertilisers. the
mdn expense is for labour to dig canals and
build up the platforms.

Restoring abandoned terraces
Also in Peru, several NGOs as well as gov-
ernment agencies have engaged in pro-
grammes to reslore abandoned terraces
and build new ones in various regions of the
country. For example, in the Colca Valley,
PRAWIR (Programa de Acondicionamiento
Territodd y Vivienda Rural) sponsors tenace
reconstruction by offering peasant commu-
nities low-interest loans or seeds and other
inputs to restore large areas of abandoned
terraces. The main advantages of usingter-
races is that it minimises risks in times of
frost and/or drought, reduces soil loss,
amplifies the cropping options because of
the microclimate and hydraulic advantages
of terraces, and improves crop yields. First
year yietd data from new bench terraces
showed a 43-650/o yield increase in pota-
toes, maize, and barley compared to yields
of these crops grown on sloping flelds. One
of the mdn constraints of this technology is
that it is highly labour intensive, requiring
about 350-500 worker/days/ha freacey
1989). Such demands, however, can be
buffered when communities organise and
share tasks.

Despite the onrush of modernisation and
economic change which has promoted
intensive reliance on expensive machinery,
chemicals and seed strains, has encour-
aged agroindustrial monocropping,
increased the concentration of landholdings

and wealth in the countryside, and acceler-
ated the exodus of small farmers to over-
crowded cities, a few traditional agricultural
management and knowledge systems Btill
survive in the Andes. These systems exhibit
important elements of sustainability, namely:
they are well adapted to their particular envi-
ronment, they rely on local resources, they
are small scale and decentralised, maintain
biodiversity and conserve the natural
resource base (Rengifo and Regalado
1991). Therefore, these systems comprise a
Neolithic legacy of considerable impoftance,
yet modem agricufture constantly threatens
the stability of this inheritance.

Promising options
These microcosms of traditional agriculture
offer promising models for other areas as
they promote biodiversity, thrive without
agrochemicals and sustain year-round
yields. lt is particularly evident from the
examples provided, that ancient agricultural'systems 

and technologies can aid in the
rescue of today's Andean peasants from
the vicious cycle of rural poverty and envi-
ronmental degradation. For agroecologists,
what has been especially usefularethe eco-
logical principles that underline the sustain-
ability of traditional farming systems, which
once extracted and systematised can be
combined into alternative oroduction
systems for peasants. Agroecological
research convincingly shows that the crop
and animal combinations evolved by tradi-
tional farmers can often be adaoted to
increase productivity when the biological
structuring of the farm is improved and
labour and local re$ources are efficiently
used. This has been documented by IDEAS'
model farm design in the San Marcos prov-
ince of Cajamarca (Chavez et al. 1989). The
mdn aspects of IDEAS' agroecological pro-
oosal included:
. Rational use of local resources, including

human and animal labour
e High diversity of native and exotic adapt-

ed crops and animals grown in polycultu.
ral and rotational patterns

r Recycling of organic residues and optimal
management of small animals

The agroecological module consisted of a
one hectare model farrn inserted in an area
with similar conditions facing the average
camoesino of the area. The farm was divid-
ed into four plots, each following a particu-
lar rotational design. After three years of
operation, field results showed thefollowing
trends:
o Organic matter content increased from

lowto medium and high levels, and N lev-
els increased slightly. Additions of natural
fertilisers were necessary to maintain
optimum levels of organic matter and
nitrogen,

r Phosphorousand potassium increased in
allolots.

o Crop yields varied among plots, however
in plots with good soils high yields of.corn
and wheat were obtained.

r Polycultures overyielded monocultures in
all instances.

. To farm t ha. of the model farm it was
necessary to use 100 man-hours, 15
oxen-hours, and about 1 00 seeds.

These preliminary results indicate that-the
proposed farm design has potential to
enhance the diversrty of food crops awilable
to the family, increases income through
higher productivity, and maintains the eco-
logical integrity of the natural resource base.

Knowledge combined
Realistically, the search for sustainable agri-
culture models for the Andes will have to
combine elements of both traditional and
modern agroecology. Traditional patterns
and practices encompass mechanisms to
stabilise production in a risk-prone environ-
ment without external subsidies and to limit
environmental degradation. Such stabilising
qualities of traditional agriculture must be
supported and complemented by agroeco-
logical practices that enhance the soil,
water, and germplasm conservation poten-
tial of traditional technologies, and that also
provide diversification guidelines on how to
assemble functional biodiversity so that
peasant systems can sponsor their own soil
fertility, plant health and productivity. For
example, it may be possible to utilise
Lupine, or other adapted legumes that pro-
duce high biomass, as green manures to
improve traditional fallow systems or to
incorporate such legumes in intercropping
systemsto breakthe monoculture nature of
potato systems. This would allowfarmers to
derive benefits on soil fertility and pest reg-
ulation that emerge from well planned rota-
tions and polycultures.

Miguel Aftieri, University of Carlifomia Berkely,
1 050 San Pablo Ave, Albany CA 94706, USA.
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Gu ttivando'ffi[^et Futu ro
"lryorlg recent literature on agriculture and

sustainable development has em1rged a bo,oi
that makes a substantiat contribulion to the

- .theye", says Carmen Fetipe-Morales, president
of the Peruvian Netvrork for Ecotogicii igricuttui

(RAE-peru).,' Cu ttivando pari ei iituro,, wasnrst pubtishgd by ILEIA in Engtish (Farming forthe
Future) in 1992 and written by'Coen A'eiiitiei,

Berfus Haverkort and Ann Waterc-Bayer.'
, __._^_^81",9d o7 an extensive literature rcvi'ew,

and nu'merous local experiences coltected by tLEiAin different countries, the authoA niie minagea
..to develop a text which adequatety combiies

me tneoretica, aspects which underpin the notion
of sustainable agricul-ture, with aspects of thepracticat apptication of tieoreticit priiiiptei

to particular local conditions.

Carmen ftllp-Morates

flhe first part of the book analyses the
I adverse consequences that conven_
I tional agriculture produces in the

environment and in marginalizing small pro_
ducers. Later other styles of practising agri_
culture are presented from those that hioh_
light the traditional, to eco-agriculture alnd
finally to the proposal of ,,Low External Inout
and SustainableAgriculture (LEISA) and the
Participatory Technology Development
(PrD).

One aspect amply developed in the book
is the contribution (often ignored or under_
estimated) of the producers themselves to
technological innovation. In this respect.
one might emphasize the contribution of
those researchers who advocate svstem_
atizing agro-ecological technology which
peasants apply in well-defined conditions
that can be replicated later for maior analv_
sis and validation.

Risks acknowledged
The authors acknowledge that farmers
place priority on "minimising risks" over
"maximising profits". In some areas of peru
where agriculture is constanfly exposed to
natural risks (droughts, frost, floods etc), we
found support for this acknowledgement.
The farmers are not so easily seduced by
technologies which in their view onlv func-
tion when all the productive factors are
guaranteed. Such is the case, for example,
with the use of chemical fertilisers in drv land
agriculture, where prolonged drought has a
more prejudicial effect on ferlilised than
unfertilised soil. This is due to the increase in
osmotic pressure provoked by the concen_
tration of salts coming from chemicalfertilis_
ers which diminishes the availability of water
for the crops and in the end affects outout.

It is said, on the other hand, that one of the
limits in farmer experimentation is the use of

too many vari-
ables in experi-
ments, making
the interpreta-
tion of results
difficult. But
this is
cisely
challenge facing
eco-agricultural research. A
methodological design must be devised
which can take account of the complexities
inherent in the interactions produced within
agro-ecosystems, The task is certainlv not
easy and demands rigorous interdisciplinary
work to which few researchers are accus_
tomed, but to achieve it would be hiohlv
gratifying.

External inputs
After an analysis of the dms and principles of
eco-agriculture, the book develops the idea
of sustainable agriculture that uses low
eliternal inputs (LEISA), which coincides in
many respects with the emphasis given to
eco-agriculture. The difference between
them lies in the greater acceptance the
LEISA proposal gives to the use of external
inputs. This is undoubtedly a point worth
some reflection. Obviously more cannot be
demanded of the soil than its potential
capacity can give, and in those cases where
the soil's natural fertility has been depleted
and social pressures exist for more intensive
use, then external inputs, of necessitv, will
need to be resorted to initially. The diffeience
with conventional agriculture lies in the care-
ful selection of external inputs, of those that
can contribute to re-establishing the fertility _
not onlychemical but physical and biological
- of the soil. This could primarily be achieved
by the application of a source of organic
material (except in cases where none exists
in the area and chemical fertilisers have to be
used). The same applies to the use of miner_
al fertilisers and micronutrienrs.

pre-
the

measures can be taken to
control plaguqs and disease through the
use of products of biological origin which,
although toxic, are less poisonous than
chemical pesticldes.

Eco-agriculture, in a first stage of transi_
tion, also allows for the use of external
inputs, but clearly establishes that bv
searching for the best synergy between
plants, sustainability can be progressively
realised. This is an aspect which ddserves
senous research.
Finally, a noteworthy chapter is the one cov-
ering Parlicipatory Technology
Development (PTD) between the varioui
social actors involved in agricultural produc_
tion, above all between producers and sci-
entists. Wider and more collaborative links
between them could ensure that agriculture
is really sustainable and could assure the
longed-for development that mankind must
have in the future.

I
Available from: Nordan-Comunioao,
Avda. Millan 41 1S, 12900 lvlontevideo, Uruguay.
Fax: +598 2 381 640.

Carmen Felipe-Morales, RAE peru, Av, Arenales 645,
Lima 1, Peru. Fax: +51 1 433 1073.

Likewise,
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Farmerc in the Andes have many
tradltional ways of enriching and

conseruing their soils. For example,
a technology called may'kas reters to
a process of enriching the soil, using

nature's means of transportation of
mineraland organic materials, as is
common in high mountain regions.

ln Oruro, Bolivia May'kas is done
with the"help of flowing water

when the river has risen and with
dust filtered from the wind (San

MartIn, 198f3 and Rengifo, 1W).
Volcanic ashes are also used.
Zimmerer (19!F) studied the

geomorphology and the sedr'ments
in the Valle AIto, Cochabamba,

Bolivia. Having analysed the soil
with the C14 method, he estr?nates

that the use of lameo (the
technique of sediment trapping)

goes as far back as 1W BC.

F
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Lameor an indigenous
method of soil conservation

Bert Boer and Ram6n Gastell6n

I n some valleys of the Department of
lOochabamba in the central part of
I Bolivia, farmers still practise the tech-
nique of lameo. To trap the sediment caried
along by the rivers, flowing water is capturgd
by altering the river's course allowing it to
flood the fields. In this way, farmers create
their own soil. In the fields located further
away from the river, they enrich the soil by
mixing the sediments carried by the river
with the existing soil.

The technique of lameo represents the
relationship between man and the river. In
the same way that the flooding of the river
helps to make the soil, it can also lead to the
destruction of thatverysamesoil. In orderto
alter the flow of the water, so that it can flood
the land, bocatomas (man-made openings
or inlets) are made. Every time the river
peaks, the farmers have to rebuild these
bocatomas.

Capinota practises lameo
The farmers practise the technique of lameo
in the Valley of Capinota, one of the valleys
of the Department of Cochabamba, using
the water of the river Arque. This technique
is still being used even though a very inten-
sive and commercially oriented agriculture
has developed in this region. In the basin of
the river Arque (2224 km'z), which is the
upper part of the basin of the Amazon river,
cultivated as well as uncultivated areas can
be found. The altitude varies between 2380
and 4820m a.s.l. The base flow of the river
Arque is between 2and2.5 m3/s. When the

river rises during the rainy season (from
November to April), the flow can be up to
908 m3ls (once every century). During this
season the river carries the sediments (up to
12Og/l) in suspension. The colour of the
sediments ranges from red to yellow and
dark brown, depending on the area .from
which the water originates.

Capinota is a village at 2380m a.s.l. situ-
ated where the rivers Aroue and Rocha
meetto becomethe riverCaine. The climate
is semi-add with an average rainfall of 509
mm per year. The dry season is relatively
cold while the rainy season is warmer. The
average annualtemperature is 18'C. lt does
not freeze during the dry season. The con-
ditions for agriculture are good all the year
round. The most important crops are pota-
toes, carrots, beets, onions, sweet pota-
toes, corn and alfalfa. There are also vine-
yards and fruit trees, such as peaches and
apples. There are no fallow periods and the
farmer's fields are small (the average size is
3500 m'?, ranging between 600 and 6000
m'?). Besides landowners producing for
themselves, it is common to organise pro-
duction in different ways, such as renting the
land and producing on a share-cropping
basis. The family is usually employed as
labour. Preparing and ploughing the land is
done manually and with oxen. The tractor is
rarely used.

The size of the area of lameo irrigation is
228 ha. and 210 farmers participate in it.
They organise the lameo by dividing the land
into sections. The maintenance of the
canals and the bocatomas is the most
important activity to be coordinated
between the different sections.

How it is done
The farmers use a mdn canal with a capac-
ity of 1500 l/sec. This canal is used by
approximately 15 farmers simultaneously,
who irrigate their land with 60 to 120 l/s
each. They are able to capture an average
layerof sediment of lOcm in everyfield. This
process takes from a few days to a month,
depending on the discharge of the river, the
pressure farmers put on the water and the
distance of the bocatoma to each field. After
some weeks of drainage the land is
ploughed so the farmers can plant - mainly
Dutch potatoes, grown for the market.The
various activities thus include: the prepara-
tion of the land, letting in the water contain-
ing the sediment, and the drainage of
excess moisture.

During the month of December a 30 cm
high dyke is built around the field. lf farmers
want to obtain a layer of sediment thicker
than 10 cm, this dyke can be raised up to
one meter high with mud or peat blocks.
The building of the dykes takes from half to
a whole day depending on the size of the
field. The building of the higher dykes takes
two or three days. Inside the field, between
the dykes, they build small canals which are
80cm wide and 35 cm deep so that the
water can be distributed as equally as pos-
sible over the land. lt usually takes one or
two days to build these small canals.

The riverwater, full of sediment, flows into
the fields at a rate of 60 and 1 20 l/s and with
a speed of 0.7 to 1 m/s. To distribute the
water as equally as possible, farmers close-
ly monitor the irrigation canals and repair
them with mud when necessary.
Sometimes the speed of the water has to be
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,.At the lower end of the field (close to the rif_
er) the farmers make furows some 30cm
wide every 5m to drain the excess water,
thereby leaving the land under i 2 to l Scm
of water.

.flowed down and plant material and
$ranches are placed in the canals to do this.

,, There are several reasons why the farm_prs use this.sediment trqpping technique. In
interviews they mentioned that when the soil
nas become "hard" (link,i _ an expression in

rcnua meaning clay or heavy soil) and
mineral salts have come to the surface,

can deteriorate. Another reason men_
I is that they have to keep their fields at

adequate height in relation to the level of
rriver. In some years, when there is litile
and therefore the river does not rise as
ln as usual, stones and rocks accumu_
in the river bed. The level of the river is

Bed-and the danger of flooding increases
the following rainy season.

fuatomas, or river inlets, arc heing rccon_

Evaluating local knowledge
The sediment trapping techniquellameo, is
a. tow-cost technology that only needs
raoour and local material, and it avoids the
major investment needed to buy inputs. On
the whole, the farmers consider their soil to
be improved by it. There is no doubt that this
technique affects the soil,s height, fertility,
moistur€ content and mineral salt conteni.
Another important aspect is that lameo
netps to irnprove the health of the potato
plant, by decreasing the amount of nema_
todes.

It is not easy to scientifically evaluate aparticular technology used by farmers.
wnat do they mean by ,'the soil becomes
hard"? The studied textures range from
loamy sand ("franca,')to silt loam. TFe inter_
nal drainage of the land is good because it
lies on the rocky river beO. ine presence of
mineral salts like calcium and magnesium
have been shown. There is a possiSitity tnat
these salts act as a hardening suOsiance
that prohibits the ventilation of ihe soil.

The estimates of erosion caused bV water
and wind in Bolivia are alarming. I ls esti_
mated that that 640/o of the surface of the
Department of Cochabamba is at leasi
moderatety eroded (CORDECO,198O).
trroston rs caused by natural factors, but in
Iact, secliment in the river beds comes from
the fields of the farmers up_stream. When
we take the hydrographic basin as the unit
ot analysis, we understand why the farmers
use this technique as a way to preserve and
rmprove their soil. In areas that lie in the low_
er part of the basin, they make use of the
sediments that are freed by the impact of
the rains on the upper part of the basin,
In spite of the enormous efforts of farmers
trying to improve the soil by means of sedi_
ment trapping, the danger of the river invad_

!!i":.? n!??"trc drawins of the rameo system.
,! ryltY, fiatds mey be smatter and morc in?gu-
lan The enal that teads the watarfuom the rlGrto th6 field bnnches of in sub_canals beforc thewater te,aches the farmetrs fietd. tnigetion is Jit
! g.y 9 to. llow n e nv pa rt i c u t a r otde r.b rcw n g t yHilde Westera.

ing the reclaimed land still exists. This is the
reason whythefarmers have started to build
cement walls to protect their land and their
nouses, so that they can better defend
themselves against the whims and wiles of
the river.

t
B-ert Boerand Ram6n Castell6n, pElRAV, Casilla
4926, Cochabamba, Bolivia.

PEIMV isa project improving education and research
on rrngated agricufture in the Andes andassociated with
the^Faedty.of Agronomy of the San SimOn UnVeiStV, 

'

uocnaoamba.
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In the final stbge of the lameo, water inlets
are closed off so that the excess moisture
can be drained, enabling the farmers to pre_
pare the lald for planting and sowing. The
drainage takes about one month.

Why use lameo?
Because the lameo technique is used every
1 to 3 years, it is an essential part of the agri
cultural system. During the research period
we-were able to verifu that farmers used the
sediment trapping technique in B0% of all
tne tarmland of the area. This is in fact the
land where they grow potatoes, their most
mportant crop. The soil is prepared by mix_
ing the lay_er of mud (the sediment), the
exsting soil and adding chlcken manure.
Ine depth of the ploughing is approximate_
ryzucm. Afterthe potatoes have been plant_
ed, chemical fertilizers are added.
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ln Capinota.
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Juan Carlos Maita
and Michiel J. Verweij

ive years ago an NGO project started
in the community of Oloy, existing of
25 interconnected catchment ponds

transforming the dry farm fields into a new
agro-ecological system with a wide variety
of crops. The diversification of crops has
improved the nutritional diet of the farmers
and their economic situation. Before this
project, people had to work outside the
region to survive. Many of them migrated to
Argentina or Chapare, an area of Bolivia
where they grow coca destined largely for
cocaine production. Today, 70% of the
population have year-round access to a res-
ervoir serving many purposes, like domestic
use, as a watering place for cattle, and for
irrigation.

Oloy is a Quechua speaking community
that lies in an Andean vallev in the.  . ^Department of Cochabamba, Bolivia. The
population and the area cultivated are con-
centrated in the lower lying areas, in the
gently undulating "pampas", at an altitude of
approximately 2,100 masl. The soil is silt-
clay (imo-arcilloso) and the staple crop is
maize. The surrounding area is mountain-

ous, with slopes reaching up to 2,700
metres and covered with Prosopis juliflora
(algorrobo) and Dodonea ylscosa (chaca-
tea), The climate is semi-arid with an aver-
age annual precipitation of 450mm, con-
centrated between November and March.
Frosts are present between May and
August. The degraded landscape is
increasingly subject to the erosive forces of
water, mainly as a consequence of over-
grazing by goats. Cattle browse on the for-
age in the mountains from October to May
and then descend to the pampas to feed off
crop remains (rastraybs).

Building reservoirs
Five years ago, the Programme for
Alternative Regional Development (PDAR)
looked jnto different project oppoftunities in
OIoy. Thefarmerswanted to construct small
dams based on the success their grandfa-
thers had had with small, earth constructed
reservoirs. PDAR technicians were con-
vinced and a work agreement was signed
between the farmers and the project. On
clay based soils, using large earth moving
tractors (D7s), PDAR constructed 23 small
family reservoirs with a capacity between
500-3000 m3 and two communal lakes of
more than 10,000 m3 (80x50x2.5m). In

The water reseiloirc have converted this
semi-arid landscape into a greener and more
pleasant place to iive,

agreement with the contract, the farmers
formed a work committee to comolete the
works. Each family contributed 40 days of
labour to construct the dam and canals. ln
addition, the farmers constructed overflow
channels to prevent the ponds from flood-
ing and breaking. The work of the farmers
(i.e. manual labour and local materials)
amounted to 60% of the total cost of the
project (Montafro, 1992). Recently, sedi-
ment boxes have been constructed at the
mouth of each reservoir. The cement boxes
(2x3x1 m) are crucial to combat the refilling
of the reservoirs with silt. The large reser-
voirs, for example, have already lost 15% of
their capacity because of sediment depos-
its. The material filtered out contains high
levels of organic mailer and is used in seed-
ing beds. The banks and slopes above the
reservoirs have been protected against ero-
sion by drainage ditches, grasses and the
natural vegetation.

Collecting and distributing
The catchment area that drains into the
pampa of Oloy has a surface area of approx-

These ponds give us hope for our community and
our childrcn...,
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Water means life
"Before we had these reseruoirs we could only farm in the wet season and
everyone migrated to make money to suruive. Now with these naservoirs we
can work on our own land year round and we produce a surplus to sell at the
market. Ihese ponds give us hope for our community and our cNldren,,, says
Mdximo Gonzales trom OIoy, Bolivia. It is one of the many comments that echo
throughout the community, praising the life giving lagunas cir reseruoirs.
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imately .10km,. Two systems are used to
collect the water. The principal intake
comes from two canals thatflowfrom adam
in the river. ln addition, many of the farmers
have ditches that catch the runoff water
from the slopes and divert the water into
their reservoirs. A rock cement dam was
constructed on a rock base in the yurai
Yural river. From the dam two canals run
along both sides of the river and empty into
the various ponds. The earth canals have a
capacity of up to 150 lps and are no longer
than 5km. The river is the primary source of
water. lt contains water only during a few
days of the year. Therefore, in that perioiC,
even if it is night, farmers go to the intake to
keep it free from sediment and branches to
maintain a steady flow. Only during heavy
storms, when the river brings down large
rocks, do users wait for the volume to less-
en before they carry out this work.

Some simple criteria for distribution exist.
lf the water arrives in the night they fill the
communal reservoirs because distribution
between individuals is too difficult.The water
judge, an unpaid honorable position, is in
charge of organising the cleaning, mainten-
ance and repairs of the canals. During the
day the water judge decides whether to fill
the communal or the family ponds depend-
ing on necessity. When the family ponds
have a low water level, the farmers take
water from the communal reservoirs. The
water judge keeps a register on the amount
of water taken from the communal lakes,
measured in hours, and makes sure that all

. receive an equal share. In the three years of
the system's operation, it has always been

, possible to fill the reservoirs. Even in drv
years there are at least 3-5 spates. The
farmers use their own ponds throughout the
rainy season to irrigate their crops during dry
spells, and with luck they can take advan-
tage of the last spates of March and refill the
lakes before the dry season begins. Thus
the ponds are often refilled throughout the
wet season. The amount of water used on
all plots is thus more than the total volume of
all the reservoirs. Total irrigation varies from
year to year.

lrrigation boosts production
The reservoirs are located on slopes just
above the fjelds so that they are irrigated by
gravity. Some ponds have a two inch pVC
pipe buried in the "wall" of the oond and
water is released through a valve or outlet
tap. Other forms of irrigation include using a
hose for siphoning and gasoline water-
pumps. The water is distributed to the croos
through furrows that run through the plots.
Many reservoirs run dry or low in October -
November.

. Initially, using the reservoirs, 50 hectares
were brought under cultivation for the pro-
duction of maize, which still is the staole
crop in the region. In the dry season, the
ponds irrigate smaller plots (2,500m,) for
growing a variety of cash crops such as gar-
lic, onions, potatoes, beans, tomatoes and
other vegetables and peach trees. These

surplus cash crops have significantly
changed Oloy. The valley proudly displays
green fields year-round. Lorries take away
the surplus to be sold at the market. Due to
the reservoirs the cattle, sheep, pigs and
goats are fatter than ever before.
Agricultural production has increased,
absorbing labour and producing a surplus
for the market. The influence of the water
even goes beyond production, the changes
in the water cycle of this semi-arid land-
scape have convefted the community into a
greener and more pleasant place to live.

The future
Five years of operation is not yet enough to
draw conclusions. There are still elements
under experimentation and problems to
solve. At present, for example, farmers are
dealing with the problem of sedimentation:
the small reservoirs can be cleaned using
wheelbarrows, but not the two larger ones:
Both the systems and the community are
still in the process of developing the new
experience. The farmers sow a litile more
each year, enlarging the area under irriga-
tion with prudence and sensitive to risks.
Some express an interest in.having fish in
the reservoirs to diversify production
(Pejerrey, Carps and Tihpia). However, for
this to happen the peasants have yet to find
a way to store water effectively, since there
is almost no water left in the reservoirs at the
end of the dry season. The storage of water
in a system of lakes from the rains has also
had a positive impact on the whole ecosys-
tem. The peakflow of waterin the rivers dur-
ing the rainy season no longer erodes the
fields algng the river banks. Afforestation is
taking place around the reservoirs without
any intervention, the trees are growing of
their own accord.

The water is distributed to the crops through
turrows that run through the plots. In the rainy
season, maize fields are irrigated, while in the
dry season smaller plots with cash crops are
irrigated.

The population of Oloy is undergoing a
period of marked change, evolving from a
migration - dry farming system to a new
"water culture", entering the market system
with their new found agricultural surplus.
The changes in the lives of the farmers
extend from their way of working, to their
crops, to their eating habits. lt is a long pro-
cess of learning and they are doing it with a
minimum of technical assistance, under the
rubric "in dancing one learns the dance',,
The farmers are happy to work on their land
and they are full of hope for the future. They
are dancing indeed.

I

Juan Carlos Maita, PEIRAV, Facultad de Agronomia,
Av Petrolera Km 4 1/2, Casilla 4926, Cochabamba,
Bolivia. Fax: +591 42 50329.
Michiel J. Ven,\reij, Coraca Aquile, c/o SNV Sucre,
Casilla 245, Sucre, Bolivia. Fax: + 591 411 SOg7.
The authofs would like to thank Jeffrey Galusha for his
assistance in translating the article.
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r
experiments with a stakehotder approach for conflict resolution
Burning in hillsides farming

August, the month of winds and kites,.. one afternoon, I sat down to look at
my surroundings and saw how cotumns of srnoke were rising... smoke which
causes so much illness, please let's not make so much smoie because we
can hardly breathe, plants and animals aren,t as beautiful nor as productive
as before. To all those who read these /rnes r beg, Iet,s not encoirage
unnecessary burnings; lefS not turn the slcy into a gray and monotonous skyr.
Let it be transparent, blue and beautiful...
Altrocas (FEBESU RCA reprcsentative), August I 9gl, Ventanas

Helle Munk Ravnborg,
Jacqueline A. Ashby,

Maria del Pilar Guerrero and
Jorge E. Rubiano

ln Rio Cabuyal, a 7000 hectare
lwatershed in the Andes in Southern
I Colombia, burnings have been a contro-
versy for decades, if not centuries. Desoite
laws of prohibition, burnings persist as a
means of land preparation. A questionnaire
suruey conducted in Rio Cabuyal in late
1994 showed that half of the households
use burning in their land preparation
(Castaflo, unpublished information). Amono
the features making burning attractive ar6
that it is fast, kills weeds and controls croo
pests and diseases. lts drawbacks includes
the risk of fir:es going wild, threatening the
natural vegetation, particularly around water
sources in the upper parl of the watershed
on which downstream population depend
for their water supply.

In September 1994, the discussion on
burnings once again broke out, this time in
FEBESURCA, the Rfo Cabuyal watershed
userfederation. Eadierthat year, FEBESUR-
CA had created buffer zones to protect
water springs and rivers in the watershed. A
fire had partly destroyed this work.
Speculations suggested that the fire had

been set as a protest agalnst the creation o1
buffer zones. Many people in the area are in
search for land and therefore perceive buf-
fer zones of 10, 30 or sometimes 50 meters
as a waste of land, only serving to invite
more snakes. That benefits of such sacrific-
es are more likely to accrue to downstream
populations than to people living close to the
buffer zone only reinforces this perception.

A burning issue
However, instead of focusing on the partic-
ular incidence, the discussion at
FEBESURCA's September 1994 meeting
turned towards burnings in general. Some
representatives pledged that CVC, the
regional watershed authority, should rein-
force existing laws prohibiting the use of
burnings. But CVC declined due to fears
from its staff of being threatened personally
by local farmers. And after all, burning is
practiceC by some 500 families alone in Rio
Cabuyal, compared with only 5 CVC staff.
Other representatives resorted to the
launching of awareness-raising campaigns.
Nevertheless, there was a feeling of power-
lessness: nobody believed in the effective-
ness of the suggested measures, but what
were the alternatives? On this background,
CIAT staff offered to experiment with an
alternative approach to conflict resolution, a
stakeholder apor:oach.

The stakeholder approach
The basic principle of the stakeholder
approach is to lead participants through a
process during which they analyze and come
to appreciate the conflicting but nonetheless
often legitimate interests relating to a particu-
lar issue. The stakeholder approach was
employed through a sequence of workshops
held with FEBESURCA representatives.
Obviously, the ideal situation is for all interests
to be directly represented in the workshops
to allow for direct analysis and negotiation.
However, this was not immediately possible,
since among FEBESURCA representatives,
there is an overrepresentation of farmers who
do not use burning as a means of land prep-
aration compared to the population as a
whole. Yet, at the end of the first workshop,

k participants expressed the wish to invite peo-
! Ob wno would be likely to use burning as a
E means of land preparation for the following

workshops. Moreover, they wished to hold
the workshops in the upper part of the
watershed where problems caused by burn-
ings were perceived to be most serious.
Thus, in the following workshops, people
belonging to the Cabitdo (the indigenous
local government)who initially had expressed
strong opposition to the creation of buffer
zones on the Cabildo's land participated.

Burning analyzed
The first step in the workshop was to brain-
storm on types of burnings. participants
suggested different types of burnings and
ranked these in terms of seriousness.
Pafticipants distinguished between,,con-
trolled" and "accidental" burnings and
between burnings taking place on the field
versus on "open-access" land, such as fal_
lows and forests. Accidental burnings on
open-access land were regarded the most
serious.

The second step was to identify stake-
holders relating to the burnings. Workshop
participants brainstormed first on reasons
for the above mentioned burnings as seen
from the point of view of people responsible
for the burnings, and second on reasons
against burnings. Why are burnings seen as
harmful?

Examples of reasons identified for burning
are "...to avoid having to pay day-labour-
ers", "...to increase the area under cultiva-
tion", "...to fight crop pests" and ,,...to
protest". Among harmful effects ,,...the dry-
ing out of water", "...destruction of forest
reserves" and "...extinction of fauna and flo-
ra" were mentioned.

Having departed from the position that
people burn out of ignorance or lack of
awareness, one of the results of the flrst
workshop was a collective appreciation of
the reasons why some people prefer burning
for land preparation. This led some work-
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shop participants to undeftake structured
questionnaire surveys in their communities
before the next workshop in order to verifu
people's reasons for burning. Others under_
took more informal surveys in their commu_
nities. Moreover, the observairon was made
that while the reasons for burning are individ_
ual, theconsequences tend to be universal.

Looking for solutions
Based on this analysis, the following work_
shops looked for solutions. The premise for
this search was that burning as a means of
land preparation would have to be accept_
ed as long as there are people short of land
and labour. Participants concluded that
actions should be identified to ensure that
burnings would be carefully managed and
cause as little harm as possible. To opera_
tionalize this decision, a small group of par_
ticipants elaborated a set of noims, specify_
ing how and when burnings should be con_
ducted (see box). These norms were pre_
sented to and later endorsed by the Cabiido
and the Juntas de Acci6n Comunal (the
non-indigenous local governments) in the
watershed.

What later happened...
In August 1995, farmers were for the first
time seen to make firebreaks on their fields
before burning as recommended in the
norms. In some communities, groups were
formed to overlook that the norms were fol_
lowed. Farmers generally seemed to be fol_
lowing the recommendeo norms.

The successfulness of the norms com_
pared to previous measures taken against
burning owes to at least two factors. First,
the fact that the norms were developed bv
farmers themselves rather than bv some
external institution ensures that they make
sense in the local context. Second, rather
than reproaching farmers, the norms imoli_
citly appreciate and accept that due to their
circumstances some farmers find burnino
the only feasible means of land preparationl
The case therefore elucidates the potentials
the exist for local people taking responsibil_
rty In resource management.

T
Helle Munk Ravnborg, Jacqueline A. Ashby, Maria
del Pilar Guerrero and Jorge E. Hubiano, Cinf, pn
6713, Cali, Cotombia. Fax: +ST 2 4450273.
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Norms for when and how to
conduct burnings
r When is a buming absolutely neces_

sary? When there are big shrubs
which are two to three years old
(when the shrubs are less than two
years old, they can be used as
organic manure; dead barriers or
mulch to avoid weed growth)

r lt is preferable to makb participatory
or community burnings, for example
with the help of neighbours,
exchanging labour with 6ther farmers
or voluntarily

r Boundaries or firebreaks should be
maoe:
- if the area is flat and there is no

tall vegetation in the near
surroundings,. the fi rebreaks
should be 2 meters wide

- if the area is slopy, or flat but
with tall vegetation in the near
suroundings, the lirebreaks
should be 5-6 meters wide

o The buming should be conducted
early in the morning and at latest at
10 am because:
- in the morning the vegetation is

cold
- people are more alert in the

morntng
- 'in the afternoon, there are strono

winds
. Special attention should be oaid

where there are pines, sugar cane.
forest or houses nearbv

. Avoid the use of fuel close to the fire
r Avoid the presence of children or

elders
. In case of suffocation due to smoke.

people should
- throw themselves to the ground,

face down
- cover nose and mouth with a wet

cloth
r Use clothes made of cotton or linen
. Use high boots made of leather or

rubber
e 

{fter one or two hours, the burning
should be checked to avoid that it
spreaos

e lf there are water springs, a S0
meters wide vegetation barrier
should be left. lf there are rivers, the
vegetation barrier should be ZO-25
meters wide
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Diversity in mountain agriculture

One of the major negative consequences of the Green Revelution agricufture
in the highly transformed agro-ecological zones in lndia is the emerge of
monocultutes. lt is now self-evident that erosion of biodiversity or
maintenance of monocultutes leads to an increase in ecological vulnerability
and unsustainability. Due to high degrce of inaccessibilift, however, some
marginal aneas, for example mountains of the Himalayas, could not be
brought under Green Revolution cover and hence still harbour a very high
magnitude of biodiversity.

Vir Singh

I n recent years, sustainability has been
I the focal point of discussion among agri-
I culturists. Negative side-effects of the
conventional approaches to development
have generated a need for searching ways
and means for achieving the goal of sus-
tainability.

Bio-diversity is the most potential option
for sustainability. The agriculture that came
into being nearly 10,000 years ago, in a
sense, was an art of manipulation of
nature's diversity by man. Farmers have
managed genetic resources ever since the
beginning of plant and livestock husband-

ry. Farmers' selection, breeding and con-
tinued maintenance of croo varieties and
livestock breeds have gone in accordance
to meet environmental conditions and
diverse nutritional and social needs. The
immense diversity as reflected in the tradi-
tional farming systems in mountain areas,
such as Garhwal, is the product of farmers'
innovations evolved through their informal
experimentation. Treating bio-diversity as a
common propefi resource and several
species and seeds as sacred, and free
exchange of germplasm within the farming
communities have been crucial in diversity
conservation. Biodiversity based mountain
farming systems and farmers' central role in

their management must be appreciated
rather than overlooked as "traditional".
Traditional can indeed be an important tool
for evolving "modern" approaches of sus-
tainable development.

A closed system
The natural diversity existing in the moun-
tains has been and is being utilised by the
local farmers for their sustenance and for
developing diverse food production and
livelihood systems. This diversity can be
gauged. through farming systems, farming
situations, cropping systems, plant species
and genetic variability within species. The
mountain farming system, as typical in
Garhwal, comprises forest, cropland, live-
stock and household as the four compo-
nents (or subsystems) in organic linkages
with each other. No inout from outside the
system is required. This traditional system
is closed, self contained and self reliant.
Forest biomass flows into cropland (culti-
vated land) in the form of organic manure
via livestock and human beings.

This diversity-rich multi-component
farming system is altogether differ,ent from
the one operating in the plains under Green
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Revolution cover. In the latter, organic link-
ages among various components are virtu-
ally missing. Forests are almost absent and
work animals have been replaced with fos-
sil fuel powered machines. Inputs in the
form of chemical fertilisers and synthetic
pesticides to be used massively in crops
are supplied from outside. This agriculture
is bound to strongly depend on the free
capitalistic market system.

Solar powered
Traditional mountain agriculture is truly a
solar-powered ecosystem in which the
kinetic energy received from sunlight is
stored as organic molecules by green
plants, which, in turn, is used for olant
groMh and maintenance. Additionally, the
cropland constantly receives a ,,subsidv,,
from natural forest eco-systems (which are
also solar-powered). Therefore, such a
farming system may conveniently be
termed as "natural sulcsidised solar-oow-
ered agro-ecosystem". Green Revolution
agriculture, on the contrary, is a ,,fossil fuel
subsidised solar-powered agro-ecosys-
tem" in which petroleum based inputs are to
be used inevitably.

Relying completely on renewable sources
of energy (inexhaustible sunlight, forest bio-
mass and crop residues, human and animal
muscle power, and microbial decomposi-
tion processes in the soil) the mountain
farming system is controlled by ecological
principles. Such a farming system must
embrace the characteristics of sustainabil-
ity. The Green Revolution agriculture, con-
trarily, relies on precious and finite energy
sources and such a food production system
cannot guarantee sustainabilitV.

Site diversity
The performance of the mountain farminq
system will be influenced enormouslv bi
the measure of diversity stocked in varloui
components. The conditions for rich biodi-
versity are created by microclimatic vari-
ability, hence the farming system in the
mountains exhibit varying degree of diver-
sity even within short distances. Varying site
factors, like altitude, slope direction, tem-
perature, humidity, rainfall, availability of irri-
gation and distance from the snowline or
plains are the driving forces for the diversifi-
cation of agriculture into various farming sit-
uations. In Garhwal Himalaya there are
eleven different farming situations. Each sit-
uation is characterised by a specific niche,
vital for specific botanical composition.
cropping patterns, and for specific activjties
and oroducts.

Traditionally, four cropping systems are
maintained in Lesser Himalaya in Gahrual. _
These are: (i) a kitchen garden around the 9
homestead in which seasonal vegetable ,F-1
and some fruits are grown for home con- F
sumption; (ii) an irrigated land cropping 

*

system in which rice and wheat are the

main crops; (iii) an upland or non-irrigated
cropptng system, dominantly occupied by
millets and pulses; and (iv) a summercamp
cropping system, mainly devoted to pseu-
docereals (amaranth and buckwheat) and
beans (mainly kidney bean). These diverse
cropping systems have been designed by
the farmers in tune with varying micro-eco-
logical niches suiting to the cultivation of
specific crops and crop combinations.

Food diversity
An enormous diversity of plants, both culti-
vated and wild, offering edible products, is
one of the most outstanding features of the
mountain flora. For example, total number
of food providing plants in Henwal Vallev of
Garhwal Himalaya is as large as 127. These
include 24 wild fruits, buds, flowers and
seeds obtainable from forest ecosvstems.
There are 14 types of vegetablei which
occur wild and are consumed by the villag-
ers. There are 18 types of fruit species
people cultivate on their private land. The
number of different kinds of vegetables cul-
tivated mostly around homesteads goes
upto 32. Nine types of spices and condi-
ments, both wild and cultivated, have also
become part of the local diet. The number
of cereals, millets and pseudocereals being
raised is 1 2, of pulses 1 0, and of oilseeds g.
Apart from these, .15 species of fodder
(mostly trees and bushes) are fed to
domestic animals which after being con-
vefted into milk and milk products, also
contribute to human diet. The people in this
valley of Garhwal thus have access to as
many as 142 types of food-yielding spe-
cies. Compared to the "food poor" areas of
the plains, the Himalayan food production
system is truly "food rich", seen from a
diversity point of view.

A single village in the Henwal Valley of
Tehri district in Garhwal cultivates an many
as 126 varieties of rice, all of them indige-
nous. Hundreds of strains of tea plants orig-
inated from one species, Camellia assamr-
ca, found in the Himalaya region.

In 1930, the famous Russian scientist
Vavilov identified important centres for the
origin of cultivated plants. One fifth of all cul-
tivated plant species originate from the
Asian continent, including central China,
South East Asia and the Himalayas,
according to Vavilov's theory. The existing
biodiversity at all levels in the Himalayan
mountains is a wealth for the future, not only
for this region but also for the areas where
it has been annihilated due to mal-develop-
ment. The diversity in the mountains needs
to be protected, preserved and enriched
and this region must be.saved from nega-
tive development intervention.

I

Vir Singh, GB Pant Universjty of Agricuiture and
Technology, Hill Campus, Ranichauri, Tehri Garhwal
249 199 UP, lNDlA.

A single village in the Henwal Vailey of Tehrt district in Garhwa! cuttivates
an many as 126 varieties of rice, all of them indigenous.
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Livestock and soil fertility:
A double bind

Nepal has one of the highest densitrbs of animals per unit of land, amounting in
the hills and mountains to %7 cattle, log buffaloes, 5l sheep and 2go goats-
per knf of cultivated land (DFAMS, lN2). Average farm famities rear g livestock
units, comprtsing mainly of cattle, goatg sheep and butfaloes (LMp, l99B). tn
some areas' pigs' poultry, equines, and yaks and their crosses are reared in
addition. Morc and morc land is needed for food production, making it difficult
to sustain livestock. However, most mountain areas are temote and lack
transport facilities. chemical inputs arc unavailable and unaffordable and oxen
arc needed for draught power. soil fertitity thercforc depends on livestock. The
mountain farmets of Nepal face a senbus dilemma.

BR Joshi and SG Ghimire grown on the terraces are the source of
green feed for these animals. Most of the
large ruminants, and some goats and sheep
are managed under this system. Manure
from these animals is composted, and
applied to the field which is the principle way
of manuring terraces.

Under the transhumance system, animds
move to different locations constanilv
throughout the year depending on the crop-
ping seasons. Although sheep and goats
are the main livestock species managed
under this system, it is common to find buf-
faloes grazing at 4000m asl in Nepal. During
winter months, while the animals are at the
lower altitudes, the migratory herds are
herded on the terraces during the night for
in-situ manuring (see arlicle by Subedi). In
the Nepalese hills, this is an important meth-
od of maintaining soil fertility. This system is
in great demand and farmers pay to have
herds manure their field.

Soil fertility under pressure
. Decline in productivity of land and animals

has been observed by farmers, and visible
over-exploitation of the natural resources bv

Livestock raising systems
Because livestock and crops are integrated,
livestock husbandry depends on the crop-
ping systems practised. In the low hills and
valleys (<1000m asl), where the land is
under cultivation almost all the year round,
animals are managed under stall feeding or
semi-stall feeding systems. With the
increase in altitude, the intensity of cropping
decreases and the availability of fallow fields
and communal pasture increases. As a
result, extensive animal management
becomes more common. In the high hilt vil-
lages, a transhumance system of livestock
production is common.

Animals managed under a sedentary
system are kept in or around the village
throughout the year. Crop by-products form
the principle feed resource which is gener-
ally supplemented with some concentrates.
Goncentrate feeding, known locally as'kundo' is given to the lactating animals and
is a practice adopted by most farmers. lt is
made at home, predominantly from maize
flour, dce bran, salt and kitchen waste in
about 2-3 litres of water and boiled. The
amount per day varies from 0.5 - 1.0 kg/
daylanimal and is given during or after milk-
ing. Forest resources and fodder trees

Migntory flocks of sheep and goats arc hircd to
manute the terraces.

both people and animals indicates that this
system might not be sustainable. The rea-
son for this decline is the lack of nutrients
both for land and animals. To meet the food
requirements of the growing family, a farm-
er has either to intensify cropping or to
increase the cropping area. However, under
the existing system, soil nutrients cannot be
increased without increasing the number of
animals. This in turn is not possible due to
the limited opportunities for increasing ani-

. mal forage resources: In addition, labour
shortage due to lack of incentives has
adveisely affected the traditional practices
of maintaining soil fertility.

The answer to this. cornplex problem is
not simple. Any effort to improve the situa-
tion will have to consider not only the biolog-
ical and environmental aspects but also
social traditions and cultural taboos.
Reduction of animal numbers would be
possible to some eltent by optimising the
use of plant proteins in human diet, increas-
ing the introduction of grain legumes in the
cropping system and improvement in soil
fedility. However, cattle have a religious val-
ue for Nepalese people and they are pro-
tected by the law. Moreover, a reasonable
population would always be needed to pro-
duce the working oxen and manure.

Any change in the system would need to
be implemented gradually. Simultaneous
.efforts need to be directed not only to
increase the productivity of land and animal
but also to the control of further increase in
the human population and fragmentation of
cuttivable land. The animal feed deflciency
during winter needs to be alleviated by the
cultivation of fallow fields with leguminous
crops, and terrace risers with high yielding
grasses. Intensive forage production is pos-
sible only when animals are stall fed. Some
efforts to better use crop by-products might
also play a role. To make the system sustain-
able, the choices available to the farmers are
rather limited, but some innovations are
promising. For example, the stall feeding
system is gradually being adopted and for-
age grasses and fodder trees are being plant-
ed. This indicates that although the changes
are gradual and slow, farmers have realised
the need forthe sustainability of the system.

t
BR Joshi and SC Ghimire, Lumle Agricultural
Research Centre, Post Box No. 1, Pokhara, NeDal.
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ivestock are fed on crop residues and
grasses available from the cultivated
areas. Forest resources also play an

important part in the agricultural system, not
only as a source of forage for livestock but
also for fuel. The system is so balanced and
interdependent that over-exploitation of
either of the components would affect the
entire agricultural production system.
Intensive crop cultivation, and to a limited
extent the washing of topsoil by monsoonal
rains, has resulted in the loss of soil nutrients
and a decline in soil fertility. Soil fertility can
only be restored with animal manure. In
addition, animals and their products are the
source of much needed cash, which
accounts for up to 21% o'f total household
income in the mountains (Nepal Rastra
Bank,1988).
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low lands and the animals are kept in these
sheds for a few weeks. Such temporary
sheds are moved from time to time so as to
manure the complete fallow area. In such
intensively manured lands finger millet and
rice are tended and maize or potatoes are
planted subsequently. Some farmers also
keep animals under the canopy of fruit trees,
in order to manure the orchard. Generally
these animals are kept for a period of one to
three nights on a site depending upon the
number of animals, or the size or type of
land. All these systems assist the farmer to
feed crop residues on the spot and at the
same time reduce the cost of transporting
manure from the cattle shed to the fields.
Farmers have reported that the urine and
dung of a buffalo tethered for three days in
one spot of land equals a heavy application
of comoost.

Migratory flocks
The other system of in-situ manuring uses
migratory flocks of sheep and goats kept
under a transhumance system. From May
to October/November, these flocks graze
on the high alpine pastures above 2500m,
where almost no crops are grown. In winter,
the flocks descend to the lower areas
around 1000m altitude, feed on crop resi-
dues and wild grasses, and manure the
fields. The sheep and goats are kept over-
night, preferably in dry lands. The down-
ward movement of the flocks in
October/November is called Udhouli and
they start to return and move upwards again
in March/April which is called Ubhouli. By

May/June, they have left the cropped areas
and have entered the higher pastures again.
The bari lands under the maizelfinger millet
and barley cropping pattern are manured
twice a year, that is after the millet harvest in
October/November (Udhouli), and after the
barley harvest in March/April (Ubhouli).
When the flocks are kept overnight on the
land of a person who is not the livestock
owner, the owner of the land has to pay the
shepherd in cash or kind (usually food grain)
for every night the flock stays on the land.
There is a very high demand for such flocks,
and in the higher altitude areas of Kaski and
Lamjung Districts alone, there are about 70-
80 flocks of migratory sheep and goats, with
the number of animals ranging from 200-
500 in each flock.

Pros and cons
Farmers reporl that sheep and goat
manure has a greater immediate and less-
er residual effect on crops than that of cat-
tle and buffalo. They have also experienced
that once fields have been manured by
sheep and goats, they should continue to
be manured by them. Farmers also believe
that in-situ manuring makes the soils more
feftile than using farm yard manure (FYM).
To understand farmers' experiences better,
a formal field experiment in maize was car-
ried out at Lumle Agricultural Research
Centre (LARC) during the 1988 and 1989
summer seasons. The results showed that
in-situ manuring by sheep was superior to
cattle. In-situ manuring by sheep produced
28.7% higher maize yield over the direct
application of an equivalent amount of
sheep manure (Subedi and Gurung, 19gl).
This can be attributed to better utilisation of
urine under in-situ manuring.

The in-situ system is an efficient method of
recycling organic residues, since crop resi-
dues and animal waste are properly utilized
directly into the soils with no nutrient loss. lt
involves a minimum of human labour, a cen-
tralissue in soilferlility management in Nepal.
Limitations in the more widespread use of
compost and FYM are caused by labour
constraints. Neither does the system involve
any external inputs.

The disadvantage of in-situ manuring by
migratorysheep and goats isthe lackof land
for grazing. This lack is caused by 1) inten-
sified cultivation, e.g. by growing winter
crops (mainly wheat) in the traditional maize-
millet fallow period, 2) rice{allow systems 3)
afforestation programmes. However, in-situ
manuring by cattle and buffalo can be fitted
in during the turn-around period of a few
days between two crops. Formal research
has shown that this practice is more useful
than the application of FYM.

I

KD Subedi, Lumle Agricultural Research Centre,
PO Box 1, Pokhara, Nepal
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In-situ manuringt
A traditional way to
maintain soil fertility
In the hills of Nepal, in subsrlstence
farming, fhe use of externally
purchased inputs such as chemical
fertilizers, is very ditficult if not
impossible. Cultivation of crops
almost entirely depends on locally
available nutrients from the recycling
6f organic resdues. Recycling
involves four major components:
livestock, the forest, crop residues
and farm labour, all of which are
closely i nterrelafed. In-situ manuring
i.e. the manuring of fields by
tethering the animals directly in the
fields, is an important strategy
developed by tarmers.

KD Subedi

ne system of in-situ manuring is to
keep cattle and buffalos in the bari
lands (unirrigated, unbounded ter-

races) just after the harvest. This is com-
monly done in October-November, after the
halest of finger millet and before planting
winter crops like wheat or barley. The sec-
ond period occurs in March-April after the
wheat or barley harvest, and before maize or
millet planting. Animals are moved from one
peg to another every 2-3 nights so as to
competely manure the field. Certain pieces
of land are intensively manured by keeping
animals for a longer period where land is
available, for about 2-3 months after the
harvest of the first crop, This is done by con-
structing temporary sheds (Goths) jn the fal-
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ftees: farmerst response to change
Farmerc in the midhiil areas of Nepal
have been blamed tor bringing about
envitonmental degradation. tt is said
that they do it out of the sheer
necessity to make a living frcm a
fragile agrcr-ecosystem and that a
rapidly expanding poputation ot both
people and livestock arc the main
culprit of deforcstation and land
degradation lhrb is also the basic
assumption on which much rural
development planning and
interuention r1s str/t based in Nepal.
But the direet link betvveen farmer
and land degradation is now
questioned since this rclationship
appean, to depend on various
politico-economic factors as
indicated by Blaikie and BrooWield
(1984. Recenily, studrbs have also
shown that farmerc themselves
actively take initiatives in sustainable
land-use practices such as increased
trce growing on private farm land
(Gilmour, l9€5; Carter,1995/. Such
intensification of tree growing was
a/so wrtnessed in the viltages of the
Annapurna Conseryation Arca in the
westem midhills of Nepal.

Rajesh B. Shrestha

communities. VDCs are the smallest qeo-
political unit, usually consisting of severilvil-
lages and about 5000 inhabitants. The
majority of the population are Gurungs, the
traditional inhabitants of the area. Bahuns,
Tamangs, and Magars are other commu-
nities inhabiting the area.

The area has a mountainous topography
with altitudes ranging from g00 to 1500
masl. The study area forms a watershed
drained by the Mordi river. The dominant
vegetation of the area is of the Schima-
Casfanopsls type, consisting of Schlma
wallichii, Casfanopsr.s indica, Engelhardtia
spicata, Eurya spp. andAlnus nepalensrs on
northern aspects.

The majority of the population are
engaged in subsistence agriculture, basic_
ally involving rice in irrigated terraces and
rivervalleys (khet) and maize and millet in the
rainfed tenaces or slopes (bar) during the
rarny season (summer). During winter,
wheat is grown in irrigated fields while some
mustard is grown in the rainfed upland ter-
races. Mostly, however, the fields remain
fallow during winter. ''

Slash and burn in decline
Local inhabitants, including older villagers,
indicate that the farming system, including
land use in the area, has undergone signifi-
cant changes over time. Village elders
remembei'that slash and burn agriculture,
known locally as khoriya, used to be wide_
spread in the area. Forest and shrubland
above and below the village setilements
was slashed and dried. Just before the
monsoon rains, in May, the dried slash was
burnt. Millet was the pdndpd crop of the
khoriya. Before 1 g30, khoriya was practised
In a communal manner whereby the village
leader allocated plots to each househoh.
Households in the area were grouped in so-

By planting trces on their farm, Nepalese farmers
diversfu production.

called Jhuffas and each jhutta had a leader.
According to a village elder, when house-
holds were slashing and burning in the area,
it presented an impressive sight with burn-
ing slopes and large groups of villagers
involved. lt is understandable from suCn a
description why to a distant observer slash
and burn agriculture appeared to be so
destructive.

As reported for elsewhere in the world, this
type of land-use system is in decline. Data for
the area also Indicate a rapid decline of the
khoriya system. The mdn reasons for this
decline havsbeen the intensiflcation of aori-
culture, market influences, the cost of hb6ur
and the avaibblity of external inputs such as
fertilisers and seeds. Such changes have
also resulted in changes in land use in the
area. Not only are changes evident in the
farmers'fields, such as in the improved man-
agement of livestock and in increased tree
growing (the focus of this paper), but chang-
es are also seen outside the farm in the
increase of forest cover due to secondary
regeneration in abandoned khoriya fields,
and in the more active management of com-
munity forests by the local community.

Gropping system changes
Due to increased mobility, facilitated by
improvements in basic infrastructure, such
as a road leading to the tarai, and due to the
inherent nature of rural farmers to exoeri-
ment, new crops have been introduced in
the research area. According to villagers, the
Bangare rice variety was brought in around'1970 from the adjoining district of Syangja.
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owever, tree growing in these villag_
es is not an isolated and indeoen-
dent phenomenon. lt is part of the

farmer's response to changes in several
factors. Land-use changes and thus tree
growing is a result of dynamic changes tak_
ing place in the farming system as well as in
the livelihood strategies of thefarmers of the
area. This article describes the dynamics of
the sub-systems of the farming system,
such as the cropping and livestock systems
and forest that have led to increased treF
planting in the private farms of the area.

Lwang-Ghalel and Rivan area
The study was carried out in the Lwano-
Ghalel and Rivan Village Developme"nt
Committee (VDC) area, Kaski District, west
Nepalin the period 1993-199S. The studv
methods consisted of qualitative appraisals
and open interviews at the beginning of the
research. Semi-structured group discus-
sions with villagers and focused group dis_
cussions with village elders were also car_
ried out. Interviews with oldervillagers (aged
over 60 years) were used to determine the
situation prevalent in the past. A systematic
household survey was carried out of 1 .10
households for acquiring baseline data.
These two VDCs are included withiri the
Annapurna Conservation Area proiect
(ACAP) where a conservation and commu-
nity development programme is being
implemented in collaboration with local
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This variety could be grown in even higher
terraces where irrigation was possible,
Villagers subsequently converted their kho-
riya, wherever possible, into high altitude rice
terraces. Rice replaced millet. At about the
same time, millet was being replanted in
maize fields. In a situation of increasing
labour shortage for the collection and trans-
podation of manure, this was the most opti-
mum way of growing millet, more efficiently
utilising the manure used in the corn fields.

Subsequent to a drought, when most of
the traditional crops in the area failed, in
1978 some farmers experimented with the
introduction of winter wheat to avoid famine.
Slnce then wheat has become popular as a
winter crop in irrigated fields. Thus, fields
usually remaining fallow during winter were
also brought into production. The availability
of chemical fertiliser further allowed farmers
to raise millet nurseries in their khet or bari
fields thus making it no longer necessary to
prepare khoriya for raising mlllet seedlings.

Recent efforts (since 1990) by ACAP to
promote vegetable growing in the area in
view of the potential market in Pokhara has
further stimulated agricultural intensification.
ln the village of Dandagaun inthe area,52Yo
of households were found to grow vegeta-
bles. These local adaptations and innova-
tions allowed farmers to intensify agriculture
and increase production, making labour
intensive but extensive agriculture (khoriya)
redundant. Wherever possible, farmers con-
verted their khoriya plots into terraces for
intensive cultivation. Where this was not
possible the slopes were abandoned.
Presently such former khoriya plots are in dif-
ferent stages of secondary succession.

From free grazing to stall feeding
The role and imporlance of livestock as a
component of the farming system has grad-
ually changed in the research area.
Availability of fertiliser and reduced access
to natural resources such as the forestlands
are the main factors. Reduced access,
mainly due to forest utilisation regulations

imposed by local institutions, has induced
changes in livestock management and live-
stock type. The cow-dominated free graz-
ing livestock system is gradually evolving
into a buffalo-dominated and stall-managed
livestock system. Village elders reported
that in the past cows were more numerous
among the large livestock. The present sur-
vey, however, shows that of the cattle
owned, 60% were buffaloes and 40% were
cows. Similar! in the past, it was common
for each household to own 20 cattle. The
pfesent survey indicates an average of only
4.3 cattle oer household.

Although cattle numbers have declined,
the changed management style with its
emphasis on stall feeding has meant that
the animals are now kept at a convenient
distance. This has increased the net avail-
ability of manure and has reduced time
spent in its collection. In the past, most of
the manure was lost while free grazing.
Local villagers spent considerable amounts
of time and labour collecting and transport-
ing cattle droppings from the forest and the
bush fallow areas.

A scarcity of labour and reduced access
to natural forest land has motivated villagers
to protect and plant trees on their own farm
land. Decline in free grazing in the area,
especially in the winter when the cattle come
down from mountain forests, has made it
possible to grow trees. The chances of the
saplings being browsed and trampled are
highly reduced. The increased restraining of
cattle has also made it possible to grow win-
ter crops such as wheat in the area.

Farmers plant trees
Local elders reported that after the national-
isation of forests in 1957, forests in the area
started to deteriorate. Similarto many places
in Nepal, the traditional management of
them was disrupted. As repoded by
Gilmour (1990) for the central hil ls of Nepai,
traditional management in this area involved
only the control of access. No biological
objectives to improve the quality and stock-

ing were part of management. In fact, village
elders indicated that even before national-
isation the forest were under decline. ln the
past, a smaller population masked the mis-
use of the forests. Villagers agree that they
are much more disciplined and frugal in the
use of forests now than in the past, but the
number of user households has dramatical-
ly increased, upsetting farmer efforts.

The arrival of the conservation prolect,
ACAP, in the area in 1990, also provided the
necessary stimulus to the villagers to organ-
ise community forest management again and
with much better objectives. The
Conservation and Development Commi\ees
are one ofthe better organised and suppbrt-
ed groups in the country. This, however, also
meant that the free access of the past was
denied to the villagers, prompting them to
plant more trees on their own farms. 60% of
the households sampled reported planting
trees on their private farms. Reduction in kho-
dya cultivation also allowed households to
grow trees or protect natural regeneration in
their former khoriyas. 34% of the households
had protected this natural regeneration. In
the area, a total of 44 species of trees were
observed growing in and around the farms.
About half of these are fodder trees and nine
species are grown fortheirfruits, The rest are
grown for timber and flrewood.

Gonclusion
The farming system in the area, and in gen-
eral the livelihood system, have undergone
significant changes. The changes were
brought about by internal factors such as
farmer innovativeness, population pressure
and labour shodages, and by external fac-
tors such as improved infrastructure, alter-
native opportunities and externally planned
interventions (mainly in the form of ACAP).
The dynamics in the components of the
farming system has led farmers to plant
and protect more trees on their own farm
land. Contrary to the general belief that hill
farmers are passive actors forced to follow
the path of degradation, this study shows
that in the study area, the farmers are active-
ly taking decisions to shape the sustainabil-
ity of local land use. This process has defi-
nitely been facilitated by external agencies
such as ACAP. But, what is also clear from
this study, is that farmers themselves were
already involved since long past in experi-
menting, innovating and adapting.

I
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and the loss of soilfprtilityfrom monoculture,
has led to a progressive abandoning of the
land.

The project aims, in collaboration with the
producers, to revitalise old chacras by
planting the algorrobo tree (Prosoprs sp, in
5x5 m plots, 400 plants to a hectare)and by
sowing //oron (weeping lovegrass Eragrosfs
curvula) for pasture. The project provides
the plants and seeds and the oroducers
provide the labour and the wire for fenc-
ing.The technical base of the project lies in
the fact that both species have a large root
system which allows nutrients to be
pumped from deeper layers to enrich the
top layer. The algorrobo is a leguminous tree
with a powerful root, its leaves are semi-
deciduous and provide a yearly manfle of
leaves rich in nitrogen. Lloron is a grass with
an extensive root system which grows in
poor soils and facilitates the accumulation of
soil which carries a lot of organic material.
After a period of growth, the plots are to be
used for grazing and after 5-10 years they
will be ploughed up in order to cultivate
maize and pumpkin. A strip, at least a metre
wide, of trees and pasture are to be left to
prevent erosion from water during the rains.

Local perceptions
The first step in the project was to ascertain
local perceptions of the monte and trees.
This was achieved by collecting life histories
(Moss, W et al, 1991)which allowed impor-
tant generational differences in perception
of forest resources to be explored. Those
over sixty recognised that the trees had
important usages. They remembered har-
vesting the wild fruits of the algorrobo and

mislol SiZphus mistotl, the procedures for
maintaining and feeding the trees, and how
to process the foods. "From San Pedro
down we used to collect mistol with all the
family. We gathered large bags of it, The
same with algarrobo. We stored the fruit in
dry places and later it served for the horses
and the family," says a farmer from
Copacabana. Some recalled how the foli-
age of the'trees had provided warmth and
shelter for the animals and protected the
pasture from the winter frosts. As a matter
of practical consciousness, peasants who
had llved with the monte before the defo-
restation, recognised it as a resource in their
daily lives and an integral part of their survi-
val strategies. ln contrast, youngerpeasants
had a much more limited view of the prop-
erties of trees. They were a source of fire-
wood and fencing, but their relationship to
the environment was little understood
because they had developed no social
practices in relation to them.

Farmers modify
Despite acknowledging its virtues, the pro-
ducers initially rejected the proposal, feeling
that there would not be sufficient soace
between the plots to plant maize, and that
the land planted with trees would be lost for
cultivation. After a period of analysis and
deliberation they agreed to accept the num-
ber of trees but decided they would locate
them differently in their chacras - ih plots 10
x 2.5 metres - in order to leave clearly delin-
eated strips of land wide enough for cultiva-
tion.

A pilot propctwas set up in the summerof
1995 by eight producers on a total of 11.25
hectares. The 10 metre cultivation strios
were situated perpendicular to the mdn
slopes in such away asto diminish theveloc-
ity of rainwater run-off.

Five years will be needed for the soil to
show any signs of improvement (the mdn
criticism of the proposal). However, when
one considers the amount of nutrient
extracted and the decision to use no exter-
nal inputs, then the cost in time does not
seem so significant.

The project shows that the participation of
the producers is an indispensable element
in formulating and adjusting the technical
proposal to their productive systems. lt is
also necessary to develop technical propo-
sals that allow for the conservation of natu-
ral resources and a minimum drop in pro-
ductivity of farmer plots. In this sense agro-
forestry systerns constitute an alternative for
recuperating soil nutrients, raising the per-
centage of organic material and realising an
agriculture that manages natural resources
in a more sustainable manner.

I

Guillermo Ferrer, Departamento de Desarrollo Rural,
Facultad de Ciencias Agropecuarias, UNC, CC S09,
CP 5000 C6rdoba, Argentina
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Agroforestry ties in
with local knowledge
Small-scale livestock ptoduction in
Cordoba, the central region of
Argentina, is under severe prressurre,
Iatgely because of the shortage of
forage, but also from poor soil fertility
due to the monocufturc of maize and
ttom erosion, A gtoup of
extensionlbts frcm the Agrarian
Scrbnce Faculty of the Univercity of
Cordoba have been wo*ing in the
area lor several yearc, using
participatory methods to try and help
people resolve these ptoblems and
put agriculturc on a mone sustainable
footing.

Guillermo Ferrer

ordoba has a temperate and semi-
arid climate and lies at an altitude of
around 900 masl. The annual pre-

cipitation of 450-500mm falls mainly in the
summer months, leaving a deficit of some
300 mm annually. The landscape is moun-
tainous and covered with natural forest veg-
etation called monte. This has been affect-
ed by intensive deforestation, which contin-
ues, with forestlands being cleared at a rate
of 50,000 hectares a year.

The population consists of small farmers
who keep goats, sheep and one or two
cows which graze on the natural mountain
pasture. They also possess plots of some
half to three hectares called chacras. on
which they cultivate maize and pumpkin for
human and animal consumption. The plots
suffer from.erosion due to the run-off of rain
water from the steep inclines (2-8%). This,
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Who Pays for Rural Gredit?
lotato production in the Azut Valley
has attracted credit, but for many
families it does not brtng what tiey
had hoped for. lmproved yietds bing
etosion of land, genetic nesourrces
and farmerc, knowledge, but hardty
the profit farmers hope for.

Rub6n Gutarra Canchaya
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above sea-level. lt lies in the province of
Ccncepcion, in the hearl of tirc central hioh_
lands of Peru. Conditions allow for diveise
agricultural production, from intensive vege_
table cultivation, to seasonal production and
forests that give refuge to natural fauna. lt has
an average annual rainfall of 700mm _ thouoh
declining - which generally permits only oie
narvest a year, since the rains are seasonal
and 70o/o of the area has no irrigation. One
might encounter there farmers, fishermen,
and traders who run profitable and produc_
tive smallholdings (5% of the population), but
there are also poor peasant families who live
from subsistence agriculture.

he Azul Valley is a small catchment
area formed by the Achamayo river,
located between 3,250-3,900 metres

Since 1993, credit programmes with the
objective of offering financial services to
families with scarce economtc resources
have been implemented in the area with rel_
ative intensity considering that the support
given previously by the Banco de Fomento
has been abandoned - in line with govern_
ment neo-liberal policies - and given over to
private initiatives (NGOs, entrepreneurs and
Municipalities), and when in relation to oro_
ductive activities such services tend to be in
the form of fertilisers, pesticides and seed
Inputs.

Previously potato production (so/anum
tuberosum) attracted the credit, since it is
the most important element of the staole
diet of the Andean population and is highly
commercial, with technical assistance rais_
ing levels of production by some 20% (from
8 to 10 t) even on the plots of peasant fam_
ilies. Without dismissing the necessity oi
importance of financial assistance to fami-
lies with scarce economic resources, we are
also concerned with the following aspects:
o First, peasant production is sustained bv

the use of their own resourceb, by the
maintenance of various agro-ecological
systems and through relationships of
excnange and mutual help that allow sus_
tainable levels of production. Withthe intro_
duction of credit - generally for external

. inputs - farmers' own productive knowl_
edge tends to collapse. production
becomes based on the use of external
resources which do not necessarily create
the levels of production that givethe hoped
for profitability.

. Second, the use of external inputs obliges
a logic and use of highly productive seeds
and plants, 80% of the agricultural area is
planted with hybrid varieties. This increas_
es production but also reducesthe oppor_
tunity to conserve native varieties, causing
genetic erosion with unforeseen consel
quences for the future.

o Third, the incessant use of pesticides and
fertilisers to raise production has degrad_
ed the agro-ecological system. In the
Achamayo Valley there are at least 20
insect species, 5 fungicidal infections, and
10 plants that significanfly lower potato
production and if we add to these the
200k9 of nitrogen, 't80kg 

of phosphates
and 1 80kg ofpotassium per hectare, then
one can see the level of soil degradation.

o Fourth, for one hectare of potatoes culti-

vated with credit, US$ SS5 is required for
chemicals and US$ 115 for bagging and
transport, representing US$ 620 of eco_
nomic liquidity - a scarce resource in peas_
ant households. With productivity at 12
Vha one can assume 3 t loss (2|o/o) trom
mechanical damage, insects and disease
(i.e. 3 t of no commercial value). That
leaves 9 t for disposal, of which 1 .g t (1 S%)
is kept as seed forthe next cycle,Et(42o/o)
goes to repay credit (at an interest of 2Zo
per month for seven months and a ootato
price of US$ 0.5 = 1kg, as realised in the
agricultural cycle of 1994/95), and the
remaining 2.2 I (18yo) must cover the
planting and care of the crop, the require_
ments in relations to exchange and mutu_
al help, and to feed the family.

Not what I had hoped for...
These four aspects raise questions of who
pays for credit? And does this ultimatelv
promote development? A peasant woman
once said:. "..l managed to get a loan to plant
one yugada (3.3mr) of potatoes with which I
bought fertiliser chemicals to prevent dis_
eases...the harvest was good, but the mar_
ket doesn't help. The price for our produce
is low. lthink lwas lucky because I repaid
my debt selling half of the harvest. The oth_
er half paid only the farming costs, the seed
and household expenses...1 don't think I got
what I had hoped for..,, This testimonv is
almost the same in seven of every ten fami_
lies in the Valley of Azul who accbpted ancj
repaid the various credit facilities during the
1 994-95 agricultural cycle. lf we do a sJper-
ficial analysis of the profitability of agricultu_
ral production activities then we can sav _
and with little risk of error - that credit pio-
grammes are still a long way from promot_
ing development in peasant families wlth
scarce economic resources, and that if thev
achieve a level of discipline in the .benefbi-
aries" it is because they responsibly and sto_
ically repay their debts and this permits the
viability of such programmes.

But something that is repeated in a dan_
gerous way in the plots of all those peasants
wno accept credit services and apply the
technology that "guarantees" repayment, is
the slow and inevitable degradation of their
agro-ecological resources, which occurs
without notice. Can it be that thanks to the
degradation of the environment agricultural
credit programmes are made viable? For
how long is this going to be imperceptible?
What then is the logic of self-management
and sustainability which guides develoo_
ment programmes in the rural sector? Will it
not be increasingly important and neces_
sary to learn of the knowledge and logic of
traditional productive practices, which were
adjusted to reality?

I
Rub6n Gutarra Canchaya, IDEA peru, Jr Ricardo
Palma 1 78, Concepci6n. peru.
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As part of the leaming pnocess
that ILEIA has initiated with its
Peruvian partnerc from Huancayo
and Cajamarca, a six day workshop
took place in Huancayo to develop
n ew co m m u n i ca fion strateglbs
forassessing the patentiat of
ecologically sou nd agricuftute.
like ln Ghana (see articte by Reg
Noble), the purpose ol the exercise
was fo train partners in the field in
documenting natural resounces as
known by the farmerc, At the same
time, the resutts of these inventories
are the first inputs in the information
base ffiat is being buitt by tLEtA and
its partnerc. The active participation
of farmers is fundamenta! to
obtaining and sharing intormation
valuable for them, the researclrers
and technicians. Ihis information
can later be used to joinfly anatyze
existing problems and possible
steps towards solutions.

.P
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maps. Most groups had detailed natural
boundaries such as water and land resourc-
es, crops and animals, and roads, However,
some resources considered important dur-
ing the previous exercise, were still missino.
So, additions were made to the base mapl
using plastic overlays, In all cases, human
and institutional resources were added, All
agreed that overlays were useful for avoid_
ing overcharging base maps with too much
information, and that they made analysis
and problem identification easier for both
the researcher and the farmer.

Explaining what a cross- ortransection is:
can be difficult. However, participants
understood it by comparing it the cross sec-
tion of an apple or a person and examining
the profile. A transection can help summar-
ize information about natural resources in

Learning with farmers how to
document resources

Edith Fegiflgllez-Baca

even farmers were chosen by partici-
pant communities to represent them
in the workshop. The rest of the

twenty participants were NGO technicians
and University researchers. Two trainers.
Harold McArthur from ICLARM and Anita
Frio from lRRl, both based in the philippines,
were in charge of the workshop. Training
was divided into two parts: a two-day class_
room session where different tools were
presented; and three days during which
participants used these tools in the field with
local farmers. After getting to know each
other, padicipants voiced their expecta-
tions. As these were mainly of leaming
methodologies and exchanging experienc-
es, objectives were set to try to cover these
areas, together with gender, which
emerged during the exercises as being very
much linked with them.

Glassroom exercises
Participants were asked to write on cards
what they understood as resources. Thev
could be expressed it in a word, sentence oi
in as many examples as they could think of.
A variety were obtained, mosfly natural. As
the pafiicipants in Huancayo looked for a
common name for each group, new ones,
such as economic, human, social, etc,
emerged in discussion and were included in
the list. Resource types listed were climate,
soctoeconomic, technological, mineral,
energies, cultural, human, animal, vegetal
biodiversity, institutional, water, soil and
communication.

2 4  1 [ ! r A  N t w s t E r r E R . A p R l r . r 9 9 6

Four groups of five people were formed.
each with at least one farmer in it. Grouos
were asked to draw a base map and identi-
fy resources in the community where they
worked or lived. A member of each group
volunteered to explain and discuss with the
rest of the participants the accuracy of their

villages, about specific farming systems,
landuse, soil types, existing enterprises, etc
in tabulated form. lt can also be useful for
highlighting specific problem areas oi
opportunities. Participants tabulated their
transections according to different criteria.
Most did it by altitude, like in the case of
Ouilcas, while others prefered soil types.
Most of the dominant characteristics of the
area such as crops, climate, water resourc_
es and land property were mentioned.

Field work
Over a three-day period, the tools learned
were put into practice with both mde and
female farmers. The first day was dedicated
to an overview of the pilot site, euifcas,
Quilcas has what can be considered a low
floor at 3,200 m, a middle floor at 8,500 m,
and a high floor at 3,800 m. On the second
day of field work, three teams of six people
were formed. Each team was assigned to a
different "banio": Llacta, euilcas and
Colpar. This time, the groups acted as facili-
tators and the trainers observed. previous
arrangements had been made in Colparand
Llacta to rneet both male and female farm-
ers, since in mixed groups, information that
might be relevant for women but not men
could get lost. Each gender had to be
allowed their own space.

In Quilcas banio, no anangements to
meet people had been made. Fortunately,
the women's rabbit rearing club was hold-
ing its weekly meeting and they agreed to
participate. The women were divided into
three subgroups and asked to draw a base
map. Establishing contact with men for the

t



The maps drawn by the women showed human
and institutiona, resources. In Cotpar, for exam-
ple, they put themselves in, as an organized
group in the plaza and showed their houses.

exercise was a bit more difficult. Eventuallv.
the work group made contact with passing
farmers in the main plaza and two farmers
became involved, The objective of staying in
the plaza was to attract the atter.ttion of other
farmers and involve them in the map drawing.
At the end, only three farmers padicipated,
aside from a number of small children. After
about an hour of drawing, farmers and
work group walked through the barrio to
vistt relevant areas and identify resources
that were later added to the rnap. Therewas
barely enough time to finish the map, so
transection was not attempted.

Interesting results
The experience obtained in the three barri-
os was interesting. The difference in the
maps drawn by the men and women was
notable. Men tended to give more impor-
tance to natural and animal resources while
human and institutional resources had a
stronger presence in the diagrams drawn by
women. In Colpar, for example, they put
themselves in, as an organized group in the
plaza and showed their houses. They tend-
ed to use more colour and detail. Both male
and female groups depicted water in the
form of rivers and inciuded both communal
and private land. In Quilcas, although the
facilitators explained tasks, the women
asked their club president to explain again.
It was obvious they would rather trust his
interpretation. Another observation was that
all the women subgroups started their
drawings with the Church and Plaza, per-
haps because they are important resourc-
es, but maybe as a way of orienting them-
selves to the locations of other elements of
the map. The importance of the plaza can
be observed in the maps made by women
in all three barrios. In Colpar, women took
the job of drawing very seriously and went
up a hill, to a fallow plot, where they could
better view Colpar and thus draw a more
accurate map.

Again, transections were difficult and
farmers did not clearly understand the con-
cept as could be seen from the outputs
obtained in Colpar and Llacta, where ele-
ments such as houses, trees and animals
were looked at from above rather in cross
section. Probably the best explanation was
that given by the president of the rabb jt rear-
ing group. He told the ladies to think of how
they would draw a guinea pig that had been
cut in half. Certainly, lf cross sections are to
be used in future participatory evaluation fol-
low-ups, a better way of explaining what
they are and what their true value is should
besought. Otherwise, theyaretoolsthat are
only of use to researchers and not to farm-
ers.

Only one group from Colpar divided the
cross section of land by reference to its use.
The highest area was dedicated to natural
pastures for grazing, presumably commu-
nal lands. The next was mosfly used for
andean crops (mashua, olluco, oca, native
potato and Kiwicha). Attitude was not men-
tioned but it was probably not far below the
communal grazing area. There were two
lower cropping areas where improved pota-
to, grains and some legumes were grown
and finally, two areas used for both crops
and animals.

Among problems depicted in thetransec-
tions, Colpar and Quilcas coincided in men-
troning bad roads and technical and eco-
nomic problems. Aside from this, women in
Quilcas also emphasized climate and water
problems. They pointed out that reservoirs
were poorly maintained and that water was
very scarce during dry seasons.

Due to their household functions, women
were unable to dedicate much time to the
exercise, so only two groups in euilcas
drew historical maps. Facilitators explained
what these maps were and the ladies were
left alone to develop their own concept of a
historical map, What came out was an
image of the changes they had found most
relevant. Specific periods were referred to
only as "before" and "now".

At the end of the day, all participants got
together for a very brief presentation of
maps and transections. In any follow-up of
this training, more time will be dedicated to
discussing the outputs with male and
female farmers.

Trying new tools
During the third day of field work, parlici-
pants divided in two groups. One went to
Colpar where bio-resource flows and annu-
al calendars were produced by both men

Some examples of -bio-resourceflow diagrams
and historical maps.

and women. The other group stayed in
Quilcas to work on problem matrices and
preference tables. Not only were natural
resource flows depicted in the diagrams,
but labour and economic flows were also
shown. Annual calendars mosily depicted
agricultural activities during the year and
who was in charge of them. However, no
economic activities such as fluctuations in
market pnces, or climate changes were
shown, For these activities, individual farm-
ers were interviewed and mostly they
explained their flows while the facilitators
drew. Again, in the follow-up it will become
clear if farmers agree with the complex
drawings some facilitators did.

In Quilcas, a new tool - a problem diagno-
sis and matrix - was used with workshop
participants and farmers. Both men and
women were asked to write on cards the
problems to be found in native potato pro-
duction. Similar problems were then
grouped, Those that could not be solved
directly by the community were crossed
out, while others were analyzed to try and
identify core problems. A matrix was then
drawn and problems were ranked accord-
ing to male and female farmers' priorities.
Men ranked astheir most impoftant oroblem
the fact that chemical fertilizers affect fla-
vour, while women mentioned plagues and
diseases as their biggest problem.

The last tool to be used in Quilcas was the
preference method. Three varieties of native
potato were used as an example and differ-
ent characteristics such as flavour, texture,
etc; we!'e ranked on a scale of three , 3
points for good to 1 for poor. The ranking
was done using corn grains, although it can
be done in writing, stones or whatever is at
hand. This exercise was probably done too
hastily for some people to grasp well.
However, it was used by the workshop par-
ticipants when asked to evaluate the tools
they had been working with. The evaluation
concluded that both the resource map and
the transection were considered the most
useful tools.

The next step is a follow-up to check the
accuracy of these maps wrth farmers who
were and who were not in the exercise to
see if they all agree on the outputs.
Amendments could be then be made with
the aid of plastic overlays. Finally, discus-
sions should be focused on how useful
farmers find these tools,

I

Edith Femandez-Baca, Grupo Yanapai, Casilla 264,
Huancavo. Peru.
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Visualising resources
in Ghana
ILEIA and its Ghanaian ArGo parfners are beginning to document farmers,knowtedge on naturar resource managemeni in taiming roiiiiiti"" in eachof two pilot arcas in thy u.nner east Rigion of Northem Ghana at sandema andLangbinsi. Ihrb is the fitst step in wo*lng with these 

"o.^iiiti"i 
to exprorethe potentials and constraints for deveriping morc ecorogicarty soundagriculture,

Rggllglle NGO station staff in eticiting indigenous

f nitiailv each rarm ins comm unity is bei n g []il'l?3Y,,f; ;, ::; Jil:"11,",,1 ;li;tJff :il33rassisted to visuarise and describe their ihem to herp rurar communitres ro expandI natural resources' Field sessions with the thuir intorr"tion base on natural resourcefarmers are also doubling as training for management.

Half a day is spent in each village prior to
beginning the work just to introduce our_
selves and establish links of confidence
between us and the community. During this
time, we explain the purpose for our visii and
the potential outcome for that communitu.
Becausewe do not speak the local languag_
es in either village, we have translatori.
Accuracy of communication will become
particularly important, later on, when we
come to discuss local management terms
and classification systems for natural
resources.

Information stays in the village
In the introductory session, we explained
that in future meetings with the farmers we
wanted to explore the extent of the
community's knowledge concerning natural
resources and their management. However,
we emphasised that this process was not to
be one of extraction but rather of establish-
ing initial documentation for the village. The
objective is to develop a system which
enables each community to visualise their
local environment in its entirety for the flrst
time and document that information such
that everybody can access it easily.

action research
GHANA

This will remain in the village as maps and
pictures. On subsequent visits by NGO and
ILEIA personnel, the village data base will be
expanded to include information on recv-

' cling, labour flows etc. We explained that this
data collection is directed towards reachino
a point where the community can start to us6
it to explore possibilities for changing their
strategies in resource manaqement.

Men and women
h each community there was no difficultv in
farmers understanding our aims and people
were eager to begin the process. We decid_
ed to work with men and women separate-
ly because access to, and management of
resources is affected by gender. Men are
the major land holders and farmers. Women
have only latterly entered farming and gen_
erally hold responsibility for helping iheir
husbands on the land and ensuring -efiain
resources are available for household use.

ln Bumbaozio village near Langbinsi, both
the men and women, separately, took us on
a tour through part of their farming environ_
ment to show us the resources thev utilise
and discuss how they are managed. ln
Muteesa, near Sandema, only the men were
able to show us some of their land and
resources because of shortage of time.

p
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However in both villages, men and women
produced their own drawings initially on the
ground, then transferred them to paoer.
Men and women's drawing sessions were
kept separate to allow the women to fullv
express themselves. In one village, the men
attempted to be present with the women to
give them help. They even tried to do draw-
ings for them because they felt the women
were incapable of drawing. Foftunately, we
convinced the men to leave and allow the
women to produce their own diagrams.

Often farmers are very uncertain how to
proceed with making pictures to represent
their environment. This is particularly true for
illiterate farmers. So we eased their fears at
our introductory session, by drawing a pic-
ture of our own land and its resources using
stones, sticks and whatever comes to hand.
We explained that if they wanted to produce
a map then they need a point of orientation
which is easy for all to understand. Usually,
marking where the sun rises and sets suffic-
es, Then, majorfeatures such as rivers, hills,
valleys etc. can be placed in their correct
relation to each other. In both villages, the
people had little difficulty understanding the
process and made excellent attemots at
drawing their environmental resources,

Soils and social resources
Major differences emerged between the
men and women's perspective on resourc-
es. Both in Muteesa and Bumbaozio, the
men drew maps which depicted land
resources such as soils in great detail.
Likewise on the wdk through their lands,
they demonstrated a very sophisticated
vocabulary conceming land management.
Often, soils are finely differentiated based on
difficulty of working them when wet, their

fertility, colour and water retention. This
detail was included on their drawinqs. ln
both villages, men own and managehost
tand resources so the vocabulary and draw-
ings reflected this position.

By contrast, the women produced pic-
tures providing inventories of valuable
resources instead of maps. Although some
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attempt was made to geographically locate
these resources, accuracy of placement
was not the priority. Rather, it was to ensure
we understood what was essential for
household use such as pafticular grasses,
herbs, trees for weaving, cooking and food
etc. Soils were symbolised to explain their
use for plastering, pottery and providing
stone implements for grinding and pound-
ing. On one drawing, the women included
three other villages within their farm area.
They explained that the villages were not
actually located there but the women felt it
imponant to show them as human resourc-
es. These villages provided morale support
in times of need such as at funerals. The
importance of social resources was reflect-
ed in all of the women's drawings by the
presence of peopie doing various activities.

Over the next few months, further visits will
be made to these villages to consolidate
informalion on natural resource manage-
ment. Data will not only be in form of maps
or inventories but also pictures which show
management strategies during different
seasons such as labour and bioresource
fl ows. Local, indigenous knowledge will also
be linked with more "formal" information
from outsiders to provide a data base for the
village. This linkage of information, in a form
accessible to these rural communities. will
then hopefully be used by them to explore
new ways to develop more ecologically
sound agricultural practices.

I
Reg Noble, PO Box 251 , Zomba, Matawi. Reg Noble is
a consultant to the ILEIA action research programme.

Women's resource plcture ot Bumbaozio village.

Q.un,,""
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Himalayan agdculture; indige-
nous knowledge in Nepal: sus-
tainable agilculture and nalural
rcsource managemenl by Carlier
H. 1994. 38 p. NGO INSAN, GPO Box
8126, Kathmandu, Nepal. This bib-
liography for development workers is a
low-budget-high-value publ ication
listing about 250 publications and
papers alphabetically ordered by
authors' names. Each entry has key-
words and, as much as possible, an
address on where to obtain copies.
The author also gives a short list of
recommended books and videos. (CA)

A Himalayan enclave in tmnsi-
tion: a study of change in the
wostorn mounlains ol llepal
by Bihari K Shrestha. 1 993. 1 77 p.
rsBN 92 91 15 1 13 0. rCrMoD, GPo
Box 3226, Kathmandu, Nepal.
This booklet. full oldetailed informa-
tion on one ol Nepal's most remote
mountain areas, is a oleasure to read.
By describing the changes in a moun-
tain village in west Nepal over a span
of two decades, the author hopes to
provide useful insights for the formu-
lation of ecologically-sound strategies
for mountain development in Nepal.
The book contains chapters 0n p0pu-
lation (growth, castes, social rela-
tions), economy (land use and distri-
bution, cropping patterns, inigation,
credit systems, livestock), on forestry
(village forests, relation to agriculture,
local managemenl, government inter-
vention), trade and (seasonal) migra-
tion, village politics (local leadership,
user groups) and development inter-
ventions. In his conclusive chaoter,
the author mentions population
growth as the most significant
change. Cultivable land, already
scarce because ol population pres-
sure, is lurther limited by the creation
of an expansive Wildlile Sanctuary.
0rthodox religion continues to make
the lower castes the weakest contend-
ers in the increasingly f ierce competi-
tion for limited resource. Health oro-
jects have had a major impact, while
economic development projects have
failed to a large extent. To bring the
balance back, the author advocates,
for instance, local-level planning, a
participatory approach and birth con-
trol. Gender aspects receive attention
throughout the book. (CA)

Sustainable mounlain agfi cul-
lure by Jodha NS, Banskota M,

Partap Tej (eds.). 1992. 800 p. ISBN
81 204 0620 6. lClM0D. GPO Box
3226, Kathmandu, Nepal. Volume 1.
Perspectives and issues. Volume 2.
Farmers' strategies and innovative
appr0acnes.
This voluminous oublication is entire-
ly dedicated to sustainability from a
mountain perspective. Mountai n
specilicities include inaccessibi lity,
fragility, marginality, diversity or het-
erogeneity, "niche" and human adap-
tation mechanisms. The first volume
describes frameworks and approaches
f0r sustainable mountain develoo-
ment, whereas in the second volume
numerous case studies are presented
from Asia as well as from the Andes.
(cA/wB)

Guia bibliogr6lica sobre
agloecologia en Am6rica latina
by AGRUOO and AGRECOL. 1994.
103 p. AGRUCO, Casilla 3392,
Cochabamba, Bolivia; AGREC0-,
0ekozentrum, CH-4438 Langenbruck,
Switzerland. US$ 5 (Latin America,
order from AGRUC0) or US$l 2 (rest
of the world, order from AGREC0L).
lf you want to know more on.mountain
agriculture in the Andes, this is where
you should start. This bibliography
not only contains abstracts, but also
information on the intended audience
of each book and where to obtain a
copy. lt lurther contains addresses
and descriptions on relevant organ-
isations in the Andes as well as a list
of magzines. (CA)

Tecnologia agricola y tmbaio
lamilian Una etnognfia de la
Huasteca Yemcruzana
(Agricultural technology and family
labour: An ethnography from the
Huasteca region in the state of
Veracruz, Mexico) by Jes[s
Ruvalcaba Mercado, 1 991 . Centro de

Investi gaciones y Estudios Superiores
en Antrolopoglia Social, (CIESAS)
222 pp. (Spanish version only.)
Ediciones de la Casa Chata, Hidalgy y
Matamoros, Tlalpan, Mdxico 14000
D.F.
ln the native indian tenek commu-
nities of the Huasteca, the traditional
agricultural system has evolved with-
out the use of chemical inputs, irriga-
tion, or mechanisation; a highly pro-
ductive system has been maintained
in harmony with the environment.
Readers will find that the rich descrio-
tions of the production system are
accompanied by the reference to the
social dimension of collective labour
and decision making. The details the
current threats faced by the tenek as
the abuse and exploitation by middle-
men and caciques increases. The
author demonskates the oower of
integrating an agronomic and an
anthropological analysis, two lields in
which he is formally trained. (RR)

Hill irigalion: waler and devel-
opmenl in mountain agilcullule
byVincent 1.1995.220p. ISBN 1
85339 171 9 (pbk). f12.95. 0Dl,
Regent's College, Regent's Park, Inner
Circle, London NW1 4NS, UK. lTP,
103-105 Southampton Row, London
WClB 4HH, UK.
Farmers practising hill irrigation have
rarely received the support they need

, l0rtheir overall livelihood strategies,
i the author stalesatthe beginning of
i her book, However, it has been written
: in the belietthat befter policies and
i programmes could emerge for irriga-
, tors if some critical issues were
: addressed. This publication is divided
: into four major aspects which devel-
: oomentassistance hasto face in hill
: irrigation. The aspect of livelihood is
i addressed in survival strategies of
i mountain people; hydraulics are treat-
: ed in design and construction of ini-
: gation systems; organizational
i aspects are examined in managing
i inigation; and support aspects in the
i organization and performance of
, assistance programmes. lt is the latter
: which causes the greatest concern.
I The book includes a bibliography on
, the subject, linking publications on
i inigation to broader rural develop-
i ment works and mountain agriculture.
: A geographical reference list con-
i cludes this thorough work, which is
i primarily directed at individuals.
: involved with policies and pro-
i grammes for hill irrigation, but also at
: rural develooment workers in moun-
i tain regions. (lHG)

Ecologia, ploducci6n y desaroF
lo campesino (Ecology, production
and campesino development) by R.
Sanchez E. & TINTA flaller de
Investigaci6n en Tecnologfas
Agroecol6gicas). 1993. 248 pp. Six
NG0s and university groups around
Cajamarca came together to learn to
research with camoesinos. The book
describes assessment tools used to
understand the environmental, cultu-
ral and social dimensions of the farm-
ing sytems and campesino technolo-
gies. The study reveals entry points to
increase productivity through modi-
fied agronomic practices, several of
which depend on the socialorganisa-
tion for group work, especially in
terms of labour-intensive soil conser-
vation oractices. The reference to
how the study was implemented
makes the book relevant to those
interested in further agroecologic
research tools.

Regenenlive agdcultunl tech-
nologies for the hill lamers of
Nepal: an inlormation klt
by NERRA, llRR. 1992. US$ 10.00.
Neoal Rural Reconstruction
Association, Pulchowk, Ward No.3,
PB 195, Lalitpur, Nepal; International
lnstitute of Rural Reconstruction
(llRR), Silang, Cavite 4118,
Philippines.
This technology information kit is the
outcome of a workshop organised to
oroduce an extension tool for moun-
tain agriculture. A special emphasis is
placed on household-level security
with regard to basic needs: food, fod-
der, fuel and income. Regenerative and
environmental ly{riendly techniques
are advocated. There are sheets on:
regenerative agriculture; cropping
systems and post-harvest technolo-
gies; vegetable and fruit production;
natural resources and their enhance-
ment; livestock and todder; soil fertil-
ity, composling and manuring; and,
finally, pest management. (WB)
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Ghakitaklla: estrategias ds bar-
becho e intsnsificaci6n de la
agrlcultum andina.(Chakitakt ta:
strategies lor working the land and
intensifying andean agriculture.)
J. Bourlaiaud, D. Herv6, P. Morion ano
R. Reau. 1988. 0STR0M-P|SA. 102
pp. (Translated from French.) The
book explains why the chakitaklla, a
foot-powered implement, has
remained a preferred tool to turn the
soil in Andean agriculture. (The origin
ofthe Spanish work "barbecho" refers
to tilling the soil, while today it tends
to refer to fallow). Famers have devel-
oped ways of working the soil with the
chakitaklla which reduce erosion and
maximize the return on labour. The
authors identified three different soil
management techniques used by
farmers to adjust to the kind of plot,
climactic risks and yield expectation.
The authors' approach to understand-
ing why andean farmers have contin-
ued to use this labour intensive tool is
as valuable as their findings.
Numerous illustrations and photos
make this an excellent document for
practitioners. (RR)

phor used to explain the campesino
approach to experimentation. The
prueba("test") is the gradual accep-
tanm by a seed variety as it "becomes
accepted" or "fits into a family". The
holistic understanding of the environ-
ment and the elements within it consti-
tutes the "family". For researchers
interested in participatory technology
development, this cosmovision may
open new perspectives. The reference
to the necessary linkages and com-
plementarity between this cosmovi-
sion and modern science, however, is
only described in general terms. (RR)

Hoja a hoja del Maela is the maga-
zine ol the Agroecological Movement
for Latin America and the Caribbean.
It is issued in Spanish and contains
articles, network news, information on
courses and book reviews.
Write to: CECTEC, CC 1i30, Asuncidn, paraguay.
Fax: +595 21 201512.

The lGlMOD ilewsletler is a modest
16-page publication of the
International Centre lor Integrated
Mountain Development contains infor-
mation on the centre itself (staff, visi-
tors, publications, announcement of
research felloWhips), but also case
studies, proiect descriptions and study
tours. The Newsletter mainly focuses
on Asia.

Available from: lClM0D, GP0 Box 3226,
Kathmandu, Nepal. Fax + 977 1 524509.

Revista Minka. Many of the beauti-
ful drawings used in this issue of the
ILEIA Newsletter are taken fiom Minka.
The publishers, Grupo Talpuy, have
long time experience in combinlng text
and illustration in a way extremely
useful to field workers. The magazine
contains Spanish and local language.
An absolute must for anyone working
with Andean communities I
Available from: Grupo latpuy, Apdo222
Huancayo, Peru. Fax: +51 064 234549

Gontour, Newsletter of the Asia Soil
Conservation Network. Although not
so much on hrgh mountain agricul-
ture, this newsletter contains interest-
ing articles on soil conservation and
participatory approaches and gender.
It further contains a section on recent
0ublications and events.
Available from: AS0C0N Nervsletter, Manggala
Wanabakti, P0 Box 7632 JKP, Jakarta 10076.
Indonesia.

People & lhe Planet is an attractive
quarterly magazine on environmental
issues. The first isue of 1996 is titled
"People and mountains: pinnacles ol
diversity". lt contains short news

items, book and video reviews and
interesting articles on all aspecls ol
mountain life, like the rebuilding of
Inca irrigation canals, China's holy
m0untains, tourism and conservation
oarks.
Available from Planet 21, I Woburn Walk.
London WClH 0JJ, UK, Fax: + rl4 171 383t388,
email: ihamand@ippf .attnail.com. Annual sub-
scriptions cost USg 25.

: .AUDIOVISUALSO

:
: Sloping Agficultunl Land
i Technology (SALT) is a rapidly
i spreading agroforestry technique in
i Asia. SALT is mainly based on the
; method of growing strips of all kinds
: of leguminous nitrogen fixing shrubs
i or trees. They are sown in dense hedg-
i esalong contour linesataboutsix
, metem distance, to stop erosion.
: These hedges make with their deep
. r00ts good use of the nutrients in the
i subsoi I which are mostly out of reach
: of normal crop roots. The branches are
i cut regularly on knee height to mulch
, the land among the crop. The
i International Centre for Mountain
, Development in Nepal, in cooperation
: with the Baptist Rural Life Centre at
i Mindanao, Philippines, who devet-
i oped SALT, have produced a video
: film of 28 minutes about this tech-
: nique. The video is filmed in the vari-
i ouscountriesof theHindu Kush
i Himalaya zone. VHS PAL, US $10.-
' Alailable from: lClM0D, P0 Box 3226,
: Kathmandu, Nepal. Fax: +977 1 52115$.

i Snt-f Flipchart. The NGO Institute
: lor Sustainable Agriculture in Nepal
: (INSAN) designed a flipchart on SALT
, in sloping maize f ields, especially lor
i farmers. In twelve beautifuland clear
: black and white drawings, the tech-
, niqueisexplained(A4size).
: Available lrom: NGo INSAN, P0 Box 8126,
: Kathmandu, Nepal .Fu: +977 1 473276.
:
i La videoteca is a video librarv in
i Lima, Peru and has a collection ol
i more than 2,000 videos. lt is open to
: all thosewho wantto usevideoas an
i information and education media.
: Address: Manuel Gomez634, Lince, Lima.
: Fax:+51 144714979.

. JOUR,NALSo

"Erpedmenlaci6n " campesina.
(Farmer "experimentation"). G.
Rengifo V. 1994. PRATEC Proyecto
Andino de Tecnologiias Campesinas,
Pumacahua 1364, Lima 1 1, Peru. 28
pp. This introduction into Andean cos-
movision explains how farmers per-

;ceive experiminentation with a locus
on the adaptation of seed material
lrom outside a community. The gradu-
al integration of a new son or daughter
inlaw into a family serves as a meta-

l0rfurlher inforrution: CWDS, P0 Box 7923, Bataju, lftthmandu, Nepal. Fax: +977 1 419749

GWDS, or the Communnity Welfare & Development Society, is a Nepalese devel-
opment NG0 that stands for boftom-up democracy and people's participation.

i is working with farmers in order to enhance their knowledge and skill to
rc ecologically sustainable agriculture. The demonstration farm and training
of CWDS is the hub and learning centre in sustainable agriculture. Since

tleVfnve been publishing a quarterly magazine called "Kisan" (meaning
r) in Nepali language. They organise trainings, workshops and seminars,

llalional Goune in Padicipatory Research with Farmen: An agd-
nal research methodology through local committees. A coilabora-

ect of the Programa de Sociedades de MontaRa y Desanollo Sustentable
de la Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales (FLACS0): the
ul Institute lor Rural Reconstruction (llRR); and the participatory
in Agriculture Project (IPRA, CIAT). Participants wiil be exposed to the

and acquire the skills needed to set uD local research committees
de investigacidn agrfcola local, CIAL) and set up

research action in their workplace. The 1 1 -day course will be held in
between 13 and 23 may, 1 996.

Recharte, Coordinador DESU, FLACSo, Casilta 17-11-06362, 0uito, Ecuador. Tel. (599)
t42716, Fax. (593) 2 566139.
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Dung beet{es will be rolling up the lhemes ogoin. When we publish o Newslefier on o certoin lheme,
we hope lhot reoders will digesi it so ftot new ideos (on emerge. In this section "Keep Rolling" you hove

q chqnce to present fur*rer informotion obout lhemes highlighied in previous issues,

thus giving still more food for thought ond oction.

Kammu women suppress grass
weeds with sesame
We received many positive reactions on last year's October issue of the ILEIA
Newsletter on weeds. However, some writers rightly noted that we may have
been a bit too positive on weeds. Often, they can be a real nuisance. Damrong
Tayanin and Krtstina Lindell wrote to us about a way to get rtd of grass.
Damrcng Tayanin learned about it from his mother. Presently, he is working on
a book on plants and animals in his home area. He writes on plants as sucb
where they grcw and together with what other plants, how they look and smell,
how they arc used as food or medicine, and if they are used in rites and rttuals.

Damrong Tayanin and
Kristina !!49[ell (ed)

rass, especially lmperata species is
an increasing problem all over
Southeast Asia. lt therefore seems

appropriate to make known the special
method used to suppress grass in the
Namtha area of northern Laos.

In the traditional Kammu villages it was
the women who learnt about the different
kinds of soil in the area used for swidden
agriculture. The men went hunting and fish-
ing and also left the area to go on trading
tours, but the women stayed in the village
most of the time and worked more often on
the flelds than the men did. lt was therefore
the women who found out about which
olants and seeds should be used in different
oafts of the area. lt was also the women who
tended the garden plots for vegetables. lt
may therefore be somewhat unexpected
that l, a man (Kdm Raw, the author) am able
to transmit the specific knowledge of
Kammu women concerning plants and soil
in the area. This depends on the conditions
within the family described below, and the
knowledge of my mother, Mrs. Kwaay
Clam.

Mrs. Kwaay Clam was born in Seen Tong
village in the YDan region of northern Laos.
Only very little is known about her childhood
except that she fell sedoudy ill when she
was about 5 years old. Her parents then
killed a water buffalo and made a sacrifice to
their ancestors in order to let the ancestors
help her recover from illness. The girl recov-

ered and to accentuate that her health
depended on the sacriflced buffalo, she
received the name Kwaay which is the Lao
word for water buffalo.

There was not a single school in the villag-
es in the area when Kwaay Ciam was a girl,
and she never even saw a school from the
outside in all her life. She could neither read
nor write and she never held a pen in her
hand. The only language she learnt was her
mothertongue, Kammu, However, she had
visited other Kammu villages and also Lao
Lum villages, when she went on a trading
tour to buy salt in the Bo Ten region. As a
young girl she also went on a tour to south-
ern China and there visited some Tai villag-
es. When she was some 17 or 16 years old,
she married Raw Laang, my father. He
came from Rmcial village, which is situated
some 8 kilometers from Seen Tong on the
opposite side of Smpiar river. Af ter her mar-
riage she moved into her husband's house.

Over the years she had seven children, six
sons and one daughter. I am the youngest
child and my Kammu name is Kdm Rdw.
When lwas aboutfiveyears of age, myfather
died. After her husband's premature death,
my mother had a most difficult life, since her
seven children were still rather young.
Because my father was dead, I followed my
mother much more than boys usually do.
Not only I but also my father's sister's daugh-
ter, Tiang Pang, went with her wherever she
went. As was said above. it is the women
who are the experts conceming the soil and
the plants. lt is therefore they who decide
which sort of rice is suitable to sow on a cer-
tain field. They carefully observe the soil and

then choose the right variety of dce to sow in
that particular place. Elderly women teach
young girls about the soil and the rice and in-
struct them how and where to plant different
kinds of vegetables. Since I and my cousin
went with my mother all the time, I learnt how
and where the various plants would grow
well, to recognise different kinds of soil and
also to choose the most suitable weather for
sowing and planting.

We often went with mother to work in the
garden plots where she had peppers and
vegetables. While she was weeding she
looked carefully at the plants. When we
worked in the fields, she showed us how to
cut the grass, bushes and wild banana
plants which sometimes grow up in great
numbers in the fields. lf there are too many
banana olants the leaves overshadow the
rice so that it does not get enough air and
rain. The banana trunks then have to be cut
below the shoot apex which is under the
surface of the soil, otheruvise new shoots will
sprout very quickly.

The tallest kind of grass (often incorrectly
called elephant grass) which may be four
metres high is hard to get rid of. lt has to be
dug out and turned upside down so that the
rain can wash away all the earth from the
roots. There is another kind of grass which
may sprout in any open place or glade in the
jungle, especially in somewhat dry places.
Its leaves are some 70 to 120 centimetres
long, and people use it as thatch for their
houses, common houses and barns. In
November-December the women go to cut
thatching grass either for their own use or to
sell in town. Thus the grass is often used for
good purposes, and where it is wanted it is
burnt when the leaves have been collected
and then it is left to grow up again. On the
other hand, this kind of grass is extremely
bad for agriculture. ln places where there is
a lot of it, the root system makes the soil
both acid and hard and thus unsuitable for
growing not only rice but also most kinds of
vegetables. However, the thatching grass
may be suppressed, poisoned perhaps, by
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sowing sesame seeds in the area where it
grows. To prevent that a field is overgrown
with thatching grass one can therefore sow
sesame seeds in the places where the grass
is likely to sprout. When the sesame
matures in a few weeks time, the soil
becomes very loose and soft and the grass
which requires hard soil wil l die completely.
No botanist has as yet looked at the varie-
ties of grass in our area of Laos, and we
therefore do not know whether the thatch-
ing grass is Imperata cylindrica. However,
the grass seems to fit the description of the
lmperata very well.
Perhaps it would be a good idea to experi-
ment with sesame in order to see if oerhaos
it is able to rid the fields of lmperata grass
and maybe several other kinds of grass as
well?

lMajor works on plants, animals and Kammu swidden
agriculture are now in preparation under the Karnmu
project at Lund University and will be published during
the next two or three years.

For more inforrnation contact: Kristina Lindell and
Damrong Tayanin, Paronvagen 1 5, 224 56 Lund,
Sweden.

he reaction of Mr. Widanapathirana
from Sri Lanka is cedainly accurate
where he states that production

function analysis should be conducted at
the farm level, taking into account the mix-
ture of cropping and livestock activities, as
well as off-farm activities. While the article
focused on field level comparison to make
the argument clear, operational techniques
for the estimation of socalled whole-farm
production functions are readily available.
Moreover, the comment states that LEIA/
HEIA comoarisons should be based on data
offarm performance over several years, tak-
ing into account the cumulative effects on
soil organic rnatter. This is in pdnciple cor-
rect, but then we may expect that farmers
with a longer tradition in LEIA are represent-
ed within the sample and may reach higher

or more stable yield levels. These effects
can thus be easily recognized within the
production function analysis. Another alter-
native consists in the quantification of out-
puts in terms of yields and sub-products
(crop residues), and including changes in
the soil nutrients and carbon ballances as a
joint product. The net farm income can be
corrected for the monetary value of these
losses.

The comment recognizes the lower land
and labour productivity in LEISA systems
compared to HEIA systems, but states that
this should be corrected for external effects.
This statement is really incorrect as long as
farmers decisions are based on current
market prices, while not all HEIA systems
necessarily cause externality problems.
Moreover, farmers evaluation of technolo-
gies are not based on how prices should be,
but on how prices are in reality at farm-gate
level. The frequently heard reference to
"externalities" is more of an ethical nature
and is not based on sound economic rea-
soning, as both farmers and government
are not prepared to incorporate them in the
pricing procedures.

Finally, the comment suggests that real
incentives are lacking for LElAfarming, while
government policies exclusively focus on
HEIA. This is ceftainly true for the entrepre-
neurial sectorthat wants to sell its products.
But in a broad number of developing coun-
tries, during the last decade governmental
price policies experienced strong adjust-
ments, trying to correct the anti-rural bias
and control for budget erosion and foreign
exchange deficits related to the import of
chemical inputs. Factor prices are now
approaching the scarcity level, and farmers
feel obliged to make a selective use of exter-
nal inputs. lt is though interesting to see that
not all resource poorfarmers refrain from the
use of fertilizer and insectices, but that appli-
cations become more selective. This should
be the real subject of comparative research
among LEIA and HEIA farmers, where the
technique of production function analyses
proves to be far more promising than paftial
^ ^ ^ +  h ^ ^ ^ + i +  ^ ^ ^ t . , ^ ; ^
u v D t - u v r  i v i l L  3 r  r q r v D t D .

Ruerd Ruben, Dept of Development Economics,
Wageningen Agricultural University, PO Box 8130,
6700 EW Wageningen, Netherlands, Fax: + 3 1 31 7
484037

Economic evaluation of LEISA
In the last ILEIA Newslefter (vol 77 no 4, page 30) a reaction by Mr.
Widanapathirana was published on "Economic evaluation of LEISA farming" by
Ruerd Ruben and Nico Heerink, published earlier (vol 7l no 2, pp 18-19). Here's
a reaction of Ruerd Ruben on Mr. Widanapathirana's comments.

"Borren" lhe noxious weed

Borren is a high altitude broad-leaved
annual weed found in Ethiooia. lt has a
branched vegetative growth and bears an
attractive yellow flower. The name Borren
(in A,.nharic language) is given to this weed
by the local farmers. lt is found in 19 peas-
ant communities of the high altitude dis-
tricts of Debark, Dabat and Wogera. lt
infests field crops such as barley, wheat,
faba bean and flax.
Borren is an exotic weed. There is not a

clear understanding as to how, when and from where this weed has been introduced to
our zone. Probably, it has been introduced through emergency seeds. Only recently,
researchers have started to pay attention to Borren, but its scientific name, biology and
appropriate control measures have not yet been identified. The plant has two flowering
patterns. lt flowers early August in undisturbed microclimates and late in September and
October on crop fields. lt also has a capacity to re-sprout immediately when the above
ground part is removed by hand pulling or mowing. Farmers also believe it has a good
quality for domestic animals. On the other hand, this weed can produce uncountable
seeos.
Asyou see me in the picture, ltook a single Borren plant from a barley field at an altitude
of 2900 masl. ln my simple observations, I counted a total of 1 89 branches with each a
singleflower head. lalso counted seeds from fourflower heads randomlytaken. On aver-
age, each of them produces 375 seeds which leads to a total of about 70,875 seeds
from a single weed plant.
Each year, new crop lands are infested at a faster rate with Borren weed, because of its

capacity to produce numerous seeds at the time where most field crops reach maturity
or harvesting time and late weeding becomes more difficult. Appropriate control meth-
ods are lacking. Even though farmers have weeded their infested field by hand pulling
and mowing, Borren reduces crop yield significantly when compared to other high alti-
tude weeds. Therefore, in our zone, Borren is becoming the most noxious and trouble-
some weed to farmers next to Striga. This calls for collaborated work of agriculturists,
weed specialists and researchers to identify and design appropriate control measures.

Seyoum Mulugeta, PO Box 180, Gondar, Ethiopia.
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Involving larmers In crup vadely
eyaluation and selec{ion bv GD
Prain, H Fano, C Fonseca. 1994. 30 D.
Useds Perspective with Agricultural
flesearch and Develooment
(UPWARD), lRRt, p0 Box 933, Manita,
Philippines. (UPWARD training docu-
ment series; 1 994-2).
In the past, research systems have
been characterised by a transfer of
technology from agricultural science to
the agricultural sector. This has some-
times worked, especially in environ-
ments familiat to agricultural research-
ers, but often this approach failed,
either because the original proorcm
was wrongly identified, or because the
wrong solution was developed. The
development ol new crop varieties, in
particular, has been the subject of
much debate, as these new varieties
covered the needs ol resource-well-off
farmers, but were often rejected by
farmers in marginal areas. This paper
presents approaches develooed as oart
ol CIP's research efforts in Latin
America, involving larmers in the pota-
to and sweet potato variety evaluation
and selection. In this way, the farmers'
knowledge and experience were com-
bined with modern Dlant breedei
approaches. Typical of the comorex
and risk-prone situation Andean farm-
ers have t0 deal with is the fact that
farmers participating in the trials spon-
taneously evaluated varieties using as
many as 39 distinct criteriat (tHG)

Landcale: communities shaping
lhe land and the luture bv A
Campbell & G Siepen. 1994.344 p.
Landcare Australia, Level 1 8, Tower B.
The Zenith Centre,82't pacilic
Highway, P0 Box 5002, West
Chatswood NSW 2052, Austratia.
ISBN 1 86373 555 0. GBp 9.9S. Ailen
& Unwin, 9 Atchison Street, St
Leonards, NSW 2065, Austratia.
Tells the story ol Landcare, a young
movement supported by large social
participation in land conservation bv
rural Australian communities. This
movement originated as f, grassroots
action and has evolved into a national
programme which is a partnership of
government, farmers, conservationists
and community groups. At the time of
publication of this book, about one
quarter of the farming communig was
involved in the Landcare programme.
The success story of the Landcare
programme demonstrates once more
the importance of participation in
improving the local environment. The
author argues that sustainable a0ri-
culture is shaped by farmers theh-
selves and is not a blueorint con-
ceived by scientists. Perhaps the
greatest achievement of the movement
lies in the fact that Landcare is now no
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longer looked at with suspicion, but is
seen as a sign of a progressive atti-
tude towards environmental c0nserva-
tion. The book shows that there is a
platform for co-operation between
individuals beyond people's own
backyard, without getting entangled in
the abstract and remote intricacies of
nati0nal or international politics.
I have very much appreciated the pos-
itive tone of hope and enthusiasm in
this book. Still, one cannot helo but
wonder to what extent such move-
ments might develop in poorer coun-
tries, depending heavily as it is, on
time, people, knowledge and resourc-
es. Time will tell whether the Lanocare
movement, with its intended lack of
organisational clarity, will have oeen
able to become institutionalised and
"scaled up" in an environment in
which co-operation may not always be
as ctear as today. (WB)

0ur ecological lootprint reduc-
ing human impact on the earth
by M Wackernagel, WE Rees. 1995.
Earth Council, Costa Rica. 160 o.
ISBN 1 55092 251 3 (pbk). USD
17.95. (The New Catatyst Bioregional
series; 9). New Society publishers,
P0 Box 189, Gabriota tstand, 8.C.,
Canada VOR 1X0.
Examines how man affects the Earth,
measuring and visualising resource
use. The political goal of economrc
growth as advocated in most nations,
political agendas is showing severe
cracks, with ever increasing income
gaps and less and less fulfilled basic
needs. Although we feel this unprece-
dented economic growth of the recent
past must have been achieved through
overexploitation of resources, concepts
to be considered, like carrying capac-

ity, sustainability, resource manage-
ment and waste disposal are difficult to
grasp for many of us. This publication
makes these concepts more tangible by
illustrating the use of "ecological loot-
print" calculations. This analysis
"accounts for the flow of energy and
matter tQ and from any defined econo-
my and converts these into the core-
sponding land / water arm required
lrom nature t0 support these flows".
The calculations themselves are by no
means easy, but the outcomes are very
illustrative of the tremendous imbal-
ances that exist in the world. The text is
presented in a clear language and con-
tains many illustrations. A highly origi-
nalwork. (WB)

Hazards and opporlunities:
faming livelihoods in drytand
Afdca: lessons lrom Zimbabwe
by I scoones I et at. 1 996. 267 p.
International Institute for Environment
and Development (ttED), 3 Endsleigh
Street, London WClH 0DD, UK. ISBN
1 85649 354 7. USD 29.95. Zed
Books, 7 Cynthia Street, London N1
gJF. UK.
Deals with small-scale dryland agri-
culture in Zimbabwe. lt examines
communities' responses to riik and
(environmental and social) changes
as wellas the implications for agricul-
tural and natural resource policies.
There are chapters discussing farmer
innovation and experimentatioU the
evolution of agricultural landscaoes
over time and how they are shaped by
macro-economic policies; and the
dynamics of drought impact and
responses. The latter elaborates on
indigenous strategies of combating
desertif ication. Also examined are
implications ol indigenous manage-
ment of drought spells for food ooli-
cies. Central theme of the book is trv-
ing to link farmers' knowledge to foi
mal scientific knowledge, and field-
level realities to wider policy issues.
In this regard, it is of interest to all
committed to participatory develop-
ment in general and develooment of
dryland agriculture in particular.
Reading is encouraged through the
inclusion of many cases and farmers
life stories. (MD) .

Productlon without destruction:
a manual for lrainerc and a lef-
elence book lor lhose practising
natural or organic faming

by HL Vukasin, L Roos, N Spicer,
M Davies. 1995. 188 p. |SBN 0 7974
1443 6. USD 7.00. Naturat Farmino
Network, P0 Box CY 301, Causewiy,
Harare, Zimbabwe.
A reference book on organic larming,
specifically written for the Southern
African context. Emphasis is on natu-
rallarming practices, which aim at
bringing the agricultural system cros-
er t0 the natural system, looking at the
farming system as a micro ecosystem
and recycling materials and energy
among its interdependent parts.
A briel outline of the chapters: putting
natural farming in this general con-
text; s0il management; water manage-
ment; plant propagation; agroforestry;
management of pests, diseases and
weeds; farm management; gardening
(very important in Southern Africa);
improved dryland cropping practices;
integrated farming (involving ani-
mals); and, lastly, a number of inter-
esting case studies. The merit of this
well-illustrated book lies in the astute
mix of theory and practical recom-
mendations, presented in a clear,
direct manner. A very useful manual,
both for practitioners and as educa-
tional reference material. (WB)

Methorls lor developmenl wofi
gnd research: a guide for pmctF
tioners by B Mikketsen. 1 99S. 296 p.
ISBN 0 8039 9230 0 (pbk). GBp
12.95. Sage Pubtications, 6 Bonhitl
Street, London EC2A 4pU. UK.
This book, wriften for develooment
researchers and workers, provides an
overview of conventional and newer
field study methods. Major points ol
attention are: current develooment
thinking, participation and particioa-
tory approaches, the use of indicators,
poverty and gender analysis, monitor-
ing and evaluation and sustainabilitv
analysis, critical considerations of
PRA methods and types of develoo-
ment studies. The last chapter is
devoted to the ethical implications of
development work and research and
of intervention in a society. Cultural
differences and language problems
are illustrated with some humorous
examples. The level and language
used in the book anticipate a general
familiarity with development terminol-
ogy. For those acquainted: advisable
literature to update one's knowledge.
(tHG)

Appropfiate communicalions in
development worlshop plo-
ceedings by E Zinanga (ed.). 1 995.
32 p. Intermediate Technology
Zimbabwe (lTZ), Gorton House.
Second Floor, 7 Jason Moyo Avenue,
P0 Box 1 744, Harare, Zimbabwe.
Proceedings of a one-day workshop
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that examined various communication
meth0ds in the framework olproject
work, mostly in Zimbabwe.
Inappropriate communication meth-
ods account much for failing to reach
grassroot levels. 0f specific interest
were contributions on community
theatre and community publishing.
ln both methods, efforts were made,
however diflicult to carry through in
practice, t0 involve as large a number
of stakeholders as possible, through-
out all stages of the undertaking. The
language of the workshop report is, at
times, somewhat trendy, but the pro-
cedures described are quite valid and
useful, also for settings beyond
Southern Africa. Therefore, many
interesting ideas may be lound in this
small publication. A special mention
lor the presentation of the workshop
evaluation: drawings ol a number of
oarticipants with a balloon of texl con-
taining the gist of their views. Very
lively, indeed. (WB)

Ecological carnage in lhe
Himalaya by V Singh, RJ Sharma, A
Kumar (eds). 1 995. 1 77 p. ISBN 81
7089 226 0. lnternational Book
Distributors,9/3 Ratpur Road, P0 Box
4, Dehra Dun 248001, India.
The degradation of the Himalayan
environment has become a matter of
concern in the last few decades as
several of its ill effects have become
increasingly evident, in the region
itself as well as in the lndo-Gangetic
area. This publication lists many neg-
ative evidences in the contributions of
authorities of the region and sugges-
tions are presented how t0 avert and
reverse the process. The construction
ofthe proposed Tehri dam, conserva-
tion of genetic res0urces, develop-
ment ol aquaculture, social forestry,
rehabilitation of mining areas and the
lodder management strategy of moun-
tain farmers are some of the subjects
dealt with. Not all contributions are
that valuable, but most contain useful
general information on the subject of
mountain ecosystems. (lHG)

Anlmallmction in South Africa:
empoweilng rural communities
by P Starkey (ed.). 1 995. South Africa
Network of Animal Traction (SANAT),
Faculty of Agriculture, University of
Fort Harare, Private Bag X1 31 4, Alice,
5700, South Africa. 159 p. ISBN 1
874878 67 6. Development Bank of
Southern Africa (DBSA), P0 Box 1234,
Halfway House, Gauteng, South Africa.
Prepared in co-operation with the
South African Network of Animal
Traction (SANAT), one of the national
animal traction networks affiliated to
the Animal Traction Network for
Eastern and Southern Africa (ATNE-

SA), which is seeking to improve
information exchange relating to ani-
mal power in the region. The book
contains an analysis ol a nation-wide
appraisal survey concerning the use
of animalpower, held in 1994, in
which the experiences and concerns
of mainly smallholders (men and
women), but also officials are por-
trayed. The survey was followed by a
workshop and its conclusions and
recommendations are also summar-
ised here. Besides describing the
present use of animal traction in
South Africa, the book contains chap-
ters on the socio-economic aspects of
animal traction and a historical per-
spective, stressing the role oi animal
traction in the European heritage. The
last chapter gives recognition to the
role donkeys play for many rural peo-
ple, and dispels many of the myths
about these animals. The book is
beautifully illustrated, also with many
photographs, including over 50 in
colour. The colour pages are also
avai lable separately as a 1 6-page
booklet which portrays cunent animal
traction use and summarises some of
the key issues. (lHG)

Resource management lor
upland areas in Soulheast Asia:
an inlomation kil. 1995. Food and
Agriculture 0rganization of the United
Nations (FAO), Bangkok, Thailand;
International lnstitute of Rural
Reconstruction (llRR), Silang, Cavite,
Philippines 207 p. ISBN 0 942717 65
1. FARM Program, FAO Regional
0ffice for Asia and the Pacific.
Maliwan Mansion, Phra Atit Road,
Bangkok 10200, Thailand. (FARM
field document;2).
This publication was produced
through a workshop, which developed
this set of information and training
materials on approaches to agricul-
ture and natural resources manage-
ment in the uolands of Southeast
Asia. lt is divided into six chapters,
dealing with: 1 ) issues and strategies
important for upland communities; 2)
examples of upland farming and natu-
ral resource management in the
region; 3) soil and water conservation
methods used by farm households; 4)
diagnostic methods and tools for
appraisal and assessment; 5) the
importance of support services (e.9.
extension, research, marketi ng and
rural enterpiise development); 6)

TN

methods for evaluation and measure-
ment ol the impact of upland develop-
ment programs. This well-designed
information kit is aimed at agriculture
and forestry trainers and extension
specialists throughout the uplands ol
Southeast Asia, who may use it as a
reference or training material, and can
translate, adapt and revise it for each
country of the region. (lHG)

Pesticides in lropical agricul-
tule: hazards and altematiyes
by A Schwab el al. 1 995. Pestizid
Aktions-Netzwerk (PAN), Nernstweg
32-34, 227 65 Hamburg, Germany;
Technical Centre for Agricultural and
Rural Co-operation (CTA),
Galvanistraat 9. 671 6 AE Ede. The
Netherlands. 281 p. (Tropical agroe-
cology;3). MargrafVerlag, P0 Box
105, 97985 Weikersheim, Germany.
This book focuses on the risks
involved in the use of pesticides, lor
the ecosystem in general and man in
oarticular. Alternatives to the use of
pesticides in smallholder farming in
developing counlries are presented,
as well as suggestions given lor the
development worker to prevent mis-
use and negligence. The limitations of
integrated pest management are
pointed out. A nice chapter deals with
methods and media designed and
adapted to inform users of the prob-
lems olpesticide use. Together with
the information on first aid and subse-
quent measures in the event of pesti-
cide poisoning, these descriptions are
also meant for development workers
working in the fields of education and
health. This very practical and infor-
mative book also includes addresses
lor information on oesticides and their
alternatives. (lHG)

Agroecology: the science ol sus-
tainable agriculture by MA Altieri
(ed.). 1 995. 433 p. ISBN 0 81 33 1 71 7
7. USD 75.00. Westview Press, 5500
Central Avenue, Boulder, C0 80301 -
2877, USA; Intermediate Technology
Publications (lTP), 1 03-1 05
Southamoton Row, London WC1 B
4HH, UK.
A new, entirely reworked, edition orig-
inally published in 1 987 under the
title "Agroecology: the scientific basis
of alternative agriculture", enriched
and uodated with the latest research
results on sustainable agriculture.
Two chapteis on paslure management
and soil quality and management have
been added. The various contributors
to this publicalion stress the impor-
tance of a thorough understanding of
the nature of agroecosystems and the
principles by which these function as
the basis for design and management
of sustainable agricultural production
systems. Blending of farmers' tradi-
tional knowledge on natural resources
and scientific research is essential to
this approach. The book provides a
historical and theoretical framework to
the above discussion and elaborates
on several promising design and
management techniques like biodiver-
sif ication, crop rotation, integrated
pest management and soil fertility
management. The book provides
scientific inlormation backed up by
many practical examples and cases,
of which many from developing coun-
tries. lt offers a good starting point for
getting acquainted with the subject of
sustainable agriculture and will, there-
fore, be uselul lo students o{ sustain-
able development. (MD)

Lisl ol sustainable agricullure
terms.1995. 166 p. USD 10.00.
EULEISA; AS-PTA; RAE. Distribution:
Af rica: SIAT-0NG, s/c SAP-GTZ,
01 BP 1485,0uagadougou, Burkina
Faso; RATIS, c/o GTZ/PAS, Mr Peter
Croll, P0 Box 2406, Harare, Zimbabwe
Asia: SIBAT, CPO Box 1519,
RP Quezon City 1155, Philippines
Europe: GATE, P0 Box 5180,
D-65726 Eschborn, Germany;
AGREC0L, c/o 0ekozentrum,
CH-4438 Langenbruck, Switzerland
Lalin America: RAE, Aoartado
1 1-01 70, Lima 1 1 , Peru
This is the second edition of the
original English list of keywords on
sustainable agriculture published by
GATE in 1991. The originaledition
has been revised by members of the
European Network for Low-External-
Input and Sustainable Agriculture
(EULEISA) and reworked to include
French, Spanish and Portuguese
equivalents for the English terms.
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NETwgRKIilG is o.pen br (shortf conhibufions from reoders. rf you wish b osk odvice
from other reoders, or if you wish b onnounce o workshop or troining course or
if you lust wont b reocf on odicles fiot oppeorcd in the ltilA newsbtf,r or orher

hot news ihms relohd b susloinoble ogriculfure, pleose write.
We moy hove b shoden submitbd conhibufions.

Household food security lhrough home gardening is the tiile of a three-
week roving course in Vietnam, joinily organised by the National Association ol
Vietnamese Gardeners and the International Institute ol Rural Reconstruction. lt
will feature highly intensive traditional methods of small-scale farming making
optimal use of land, water and solar energy. lt will look at the VAC system (see
ILEIA Newsletter March 1995), biorecycling systems and low-external-input
systems with high economic efficiency. participants will have an opportunity to
learn directly from Vietnamese gardeners. Different gardens in the coastal, midland
anduplandregionswillbevisited Apartfromfoodsecurityissues,thecoursewill
also address socioeconomic, political and gender issues. The course is open to
participants from government as well as non-government and donor orgahisations
who have at least three years of experience in rural or peri-urban develo-pment. The
course fee of US$ 2,000 covers training costs, local travel, materials, food, lodging
and medical insurance. A limited number of fellowships are available. The course 

-

will be held from 25 November to 13 December 1g96.
Write t0: The Director, Training Division llRR, Silang, Cavite 41 1g, philippines.
e-mail: iin@phil.gn.apc.org. Fax: +63 969 9932.

The Ram's Hom is a monthly newsletter of food system analysis from Canada
for critical consumers with a good sense of humor. lt brings newsflashes and short
articles on food security and safety issues. For example, the Februarv 1 gg6 issue
has a lealure on genetic manipulation of food. ll says ,,soon the onlylafe choice
will be certilied organic." Subscripti'ns cost about US$ 25. Write to: The Ram,s Horn, p0 Box
3028, Mission, BC V2V,U3, Canada. e-mail: kneen@web.apc.org .Fu:, +1 604g20 4270.

The.Collaboralive Regional Research l{etwo* in Soulh Asia organises
its first conference from 4 to 7 November 1 g96 in Kandy, Sri Lanka. The Confer-
ence is open to anyone interested in promoting women in land and forestry sector
development. The theme ofthe conference is "Women, Land and Forestry
Development: A Forum for Emerging Policy lssues."
For further information contact: Prof. Anoja wickramasinghe, Regional co-ordinator, cORRENSA,
Dept of Geography, University of Peradeniya, peradeniya, Sri Lanka: Fu: + 94 g 3251 7.

Lipangwe 0rganic Demonstmtion Farm has recenfly opened in Matale,
Malawi. Mr. J.J. Kanjanga writes: "Until recenily, emphasis on physical conserva-
tion has been seen as necessary in order to get better crops. However, the results
d0 not seem to support this. Physical conservation structures have deteriorated
beyond any meaningful use becadse farmers did not seem to see their value and
certainly on their own the structures did not increase crop yield. 11 anything, they
reduced cropping land. The new thinking is that there is need to improve the soil
conditions for root growth and production through good land husbandry and in so
doing, achieve befter conservation of water and soil. The Lipangwe 0rginic
Demonstration Farm hopes to assist surrounding farm lamilieJin booiting their
agricultural production using low cost inputs. The project will provide education
and demonstration not only to the community but also to government institutions
and NG0s through educational visits to the site."
J.j. Kanjanga, Lipangwe 0rganic Demonstration Farm, p0 Box 26, Matale, Malawt.

Biogas slurry to control the eggplant fruit and shoot borer Leucinodes orbonalit?
Gaby Stoll of Misereor sent us a "call for experimentation" and writes: ',During one
of my duty trips to Sri Lanka, we had a meeting among larmers, extension woikers
etc. on alternative pest management. During this meeting a worker of an exoeri-
mental farm, where they also had a biogas system reported, that since he is spray-
ing diluted biogas slurry on his eggplants as liquid fertitiser, his probtems with the
eggplant fruit and shoot borer leucrn odes orbonatishave lessened considerablv.
Given the fact that this insect pest causes high losses to eggplant growers in many
parts of Asia, this observation should be tested by interested people, Alternatively,
if there is no biogas slurry available one could even try fermented cow or buffalo 

'

dung instead. The application of such a I iquid may rehder the treated eggplants
unattractive to the moth of Leucinodesor cause a change of texture ol the stem that

has some kind of deterring effect. Given the high losses this insect pest is causing,
some simple experiments by some of the readers may help to elucidate il it is
worthwhile to pursue this easy manageable potential pest control strategy.
Contact: Gaby Stoll, MISERE0R, Mozart$r. 9, 520M Aachen, Germanv.

An Internalional conlerence on cleativity and innovation al grassrools
for sustainable natural resource management will be organised by the Indian
Institute of Management from 1 1 to 14 January 1997. The organisers are hoping to
pool together examples and insights from innovations tried bv individuals or col-
lectives at grassroots level without any outside help. Cases w-here outside agen-
cies or institutions may have added value to people's initiatives and innovations
will be included. Major subject areas of the conference include indigenous ecolog-
ical institutions, linkages between formal and informal institutions, icaling up
local solutions, indigenous taxonomies ol soil, plant and other climatic factois,
gnsroots indicators of ecological and other changes and many more. The regis-
trationfeeis US$200forinternationalparticipants.Somefundsforsponsoring
outstanding contributions are available. Send your abstracts in before 31 April
1 996.
For more information write to: Prof. Anil K. Gupta, conference coordinator, centre for Manaoement in
Agriculture, llM, Ahmedabad 380 01 5, India. Fax: +91 79 642 7896.

A National seminar on 0rganic Farming and Sustainable Agriculture is
organised at the University of Agricultural Sciences in Bangalore, India lrom g to
1 1 0ctoberl996. For details please contact GK Veeresh, Un iversity of Agricu ltural
Sciences, GKVK, Bangalore 560 065, India. Fu: +91 B0 333 0277.

16th ICRA training in interdisciplinary team research lor agricultural
developmenl. The course is organised for English (Januaryto JulyiggT) as wetl
as French speaking participants (March to September lggZ). A professional train-
ing programme in which participating researchers design and implement interdis_
ciplinary team research projects as a service to client agricultural research insti-
tutes in developing countries. Preparatory training and team work in the
Netherlands or France is followed by fieldwork. This experiential learning gives
participants a professional experience with team work and participatory approach-
es to the analysis of agricultural change and the development of appropriate
research priorities and programmes.
Requirements: PhD/MSc, 2 years developing country experience, age under 40.
The full course fee is Dfl 54, 000.- including alltravel, accommodation, tuition.
research costs and allowances. A limited number of scholarships are available for
candidates from developing counties, France, the Netherlands, Switzerland and the
UK. ICRA can arrange co{unding for candidates whose sponsors cannot pay the
lull fee. Applications for participation should be received before 1 Juty 1 gg6,
Contact: J0n Daane, ICRA, P0 Box 88, 6700 AB WageninOen, Netherlands. Fu: +31 g17-427046
e-mail: icra@iac.agro.nl.

Netwo*ing in Zimbabwe. The Sustainable Land Use Association was formal-
ised atthe beginning of Septeinber 1 995 in Zimbabwe. One of the objectives is to
networkandshareinformationpertainingtosustainablelanduse. Asastartinq
point, a nevsletter will be produced quarterly. We are cunenfly working on pro--
ducing "who is who" briels of the members as well as publications and propct lists
and practical details of the member organisations and other interested parties.
Although the concept of networking is not new in Zimbabwe, it has been avoided in
the past due to competition for donor funds and lack of trust between NGOs and
Government in related fields. We are only just beginning, having only been formal-
ised for a very short period but the initiative and exoerience exists and it is the
intention of the Association to capitalise on this and hopefully lead to more posi-
tive sustainable land use in Zimbabwe.
Contact: SLUS Co-ordinator, ENDA-Z|mbabwe, p0 Box 3492, Harare. Zimbabwe.
Tel/Fu: +263 4 301 162.
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Future issues
The next issue is scheduled to appear
early July and wii i focus on integrated
agriculture rn numid lowtands

This year's October issue wjl l
locus on "tracking change . Farming
conditions are continuously chang-
ing, Changes in natural res0urce c0n-
ditions, prices, market demand, poli-
cies, insights, etc. affect the results of
farming. either in a positive or rrega-
trve sense. To keep farming produc-
tive farmers must have an open eye for
these changes and react to them.
NG0s need to demonstrate the impact
of the changes they bring about with
larmers, For farmers themselves, both
variabil ity and trends are important to
track as both affect therr survival
base."Tracking change", i.e. monitor-
Ing, evaluating and assessing change,
is very important both to farmers as
weil as development "professionals".
Articles could deal with.
o lhe wdy ,n wl-,ich fa,mers experi-

ence change. What is important to
them (objectives), what does "sus-
tainabil ity" mean to them? Which
issues do they look at (criteria and
indicators) to predict positive or
negative effects on reaching their
objectives? What indigenous meth-
ods to track change do farmers use
(story tell ing, poetry, graphic art)?

. the way in which development
workers and researchers track
change. How do they assess,
measure, monitor or evaluate
changes in farming conditions,
changes in farming systems and
iand use institutions or the impact
ol farming on its envjronment?

A more detailed call for articles is
available from ILEIA

, Let larmers judge: experiences
in assessing the sustainabil ity

, ol agriculture by Hiemstra W,
Reijntjes C, Werf E (van der) (eds)

, How can we define sustainable and
, unsustainable agricultural practices?

How best can we incorporate the
l0ng-term impact of sustainable prac-
t ices i1 t0 an evaluar ior l  0 f  thei r  appr0_

, plateness? This is a diverse correc-' 
t ion of reports from researchers an0

, f ieldworkers who have confronreo
, these pr0blems while examtning the

effectiveness of innovations withrn
smaltf,older farming syste"ns in

: diverse and risk-prone areas. Several
, case studies present both quantitative

ard qualitative data whicn ,rdicate i l.e
, kind of comparative information pres-

entiy available about ecoiogically-
, oriented farming techniques and
, systems. Attention ts given to
, methodological aspects, with

emphasis on joining farmers'
assessment, evaluatin g new

, technologies together with farmers
, according to their criteria

Linking with larmers: network-
ing lor low-external-input and
suslainable agriculture. by Alders
C, Haverkort B, Veldhuizen L (van)
(e0s. )
This reader presents experiences wrtn
networking to promote Low-Exrernar-
Input and Sustainable Agriculture
(LEISA) Central theme is how to
strengthen linkages between farmers,
development workers rn the field, and
researchers. Sharing experiences,
0prni0ns and information strengthens
self-confidence and makes partici-
pants better equipped to manage a
complex and rapid ly  changing envi
ronment Case studies presented not
only come from developing countries
but also from developed countries,
and Sn0w that ways of communication
are simrlar in both cases. The devel-
opment of LEISA very much depends
on networks: its site-specificity
imptis5 1, strongry reries on descrip-
tions of local experiences. The varrous
parts 0t this book deai separately with
networks of farmers, NG0s, and
research institutions.

and a subscription to lLElAD0C,
lhe ILEIA li0rary database on diskeile.
With this computer programme that
runs on any dos computer, you can do
your own literature searches. The
database contains references to more
than 6000 documents on ecologically
sound agriculture. Each entry con-
tains key words and an address to
order (photo)copies.

I

Reclifications
0n figure 2 in the articre "Nutrient dynamics rn the Kano crose-setiled z0ne' (v0l
11 no 4, page 16) the author Francis Harris writes: .The insertion ot pictures t0represent the poo ls of nutrients wlthi n crops, I ivestock and the compouno maxesthe diagram more interesting, but arso misreading. The study incruded nutrient
uptake by hedgerow plants and weeds as wett ai lietd cropi. Funnermore, asstated in the article, the livestock kept by farmers in the Kano close-setfled z0ne
are 'mo$ly small ruminants, with some catfle and donkeys". Later it states thatsm?ll ruminants convert legume fodder to manure. However the livestock pool
rn Figure 2 is represented by a drawing of grazing catfle. The few catfle kept byfarmers in the Kano close-setiled zone are for pulling onploughs and carts, andare not kept as grazing herds."

Due to a misunderstand ing, the address or the authors of "Envi ronmentar edu-
ial91;"entry 

pointfor change' (vot 11no 4) was missing Here it is: Thijs de ta
!^0y1:!g9ryne Scnotersinget 133a, 2023 AC Haartem, Nethertands. Fax: +3123 5259526 Hans Verolme can be reached at Hind Swaiaj tvtanOit, p0 nox gg,
Rajkot 360 001 , India. Fax: +91 281 g4r 25. The authors wish to acknowredge
Harjibhai Solanki for the work on sustainable a0riculture.

NEW6
r)r)1t/ 1';.,'g 1'

stt4dt/ tle bacrt cover of this
l/-E lA Newalettel, answer

the following 4leatioila axd,,
tyu a com?lete set of ILEIA

?rblicatlona for your ltbrarV/

The poster, called "A view on our
Iuture" was developed by Hans Carlier
and BB Thapa, a local "story parnter"
lrom Kathmandu, Nepal, The poster is
meant t0 generate discussion about
the future of mountain farming. please
sit together with farmers or other coi-
leagues and try to elaborate on the
topics below.

1 What soil conservation measures
are taken in the poster?

2. What forms of energy are locally
p roduced?

3 How is the water being used?
4. What forms of education are

depicted?
5  Wha t  i nyou rv iew , i s l ack ing to

ensure a sustainable future?

All contributions, either handwritten
or  typed,  v ideo-  or  audiotaped.  in
Spanish,  Engl ish,  French or
Portuguese are welcome. Clearly write
down the names ol the people you sat
down with and your address Send the

i envel0pe to ILEIA Newsletter c0ntest,
,  P0Box64 3830ABLeusderr ,
, Netherlands. An independent lury wil l

select three winners They wil l receive
, a set of the following books:

Farming for the future: an intro-
duction to low-external-input

,  and susta inable agr icu l ture.
,  ( in  Engl ish,  Spanish,  French or

Portuguese) by Beilntjes C, Haverkort
, B, Waters-Bayer A.
, This book examrnes the strategies and

techniques of low-external-inpur ano
sustainable agriculture (LEISA) in the
tropics. Over eight years, ILEjA drew
on its network of over 5000 members
to collect the experiences of innova-
tive farmers, f ield workers and sup-
porting scientists in developing agri-
cultural practices which are both pro-
ductive and sustainable. The cenrrar
concern is how development agents
can assist smallholders in making the
best use of low-cost local resources
t0 0ptimise agricultural production.
Emphasis is on methods of participa-
tory technology development (pTD) to
lind site-specific solutjons through an
interdisciplinary approach. The book
provides a broad framework of oacx-
ground theory as well as practical
r0eas and sources of up-to-date
rnf ormation.

Joining farmers' experiments:
experiences in participatory
technology development
(in English or Spanish) by Haverkort
B, Kamp J (van der), Waters-Bayer A
(eds)
This reader on Participatory
Technology Development conrains
rep0rts about agricultural research
with farmers' participati0n, 0n smal-
scale farming in diverse and rjsk-
pr0ne areas. Agriculturai researchers
have often disregarded larmers
knowledge when developing appro-
priate technologies for rainfed farm-
ing under diff icult condjtions. This :
book contains both experiences of ,
nongovernmental organisations :
(NG0s) and of national and interna-
tional research and extension organ-
isations.
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